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ABSTRACT PAGE
Accurately predicting program behaviors (e.g., memory locality, method calling frequency)
is fundamental for program optimizations and runtime adaptations. Despite decades of
remarkable progress, prior studies have not systematically exploited the use of program
inputs, a deciding factor of program behaviors, to help in program dynamic optimizations.
Triggered by the strong and predictive correlations between program inputs and program
behaviors that recent studies have uncovered, the dissertation work aims to bring program
inputs into the focus of program behavior analysis and program dynamic optimization,
cultivating a new paradigm named input-centric program behavior analysis and dynamic
optimization.
The new optimization paradigm consists of three components, forming a three-layer
pyramid. At the base is program input characterization, a component for resolving the
complexity in program raw inputs and extracting important features. In the middle is inputbehavior modeling, a component for recognizing and modeling the correlations between
characterized input features and program behaviors. These two components constitute
input-centric program behavior analysis, which (ideally) is able to predict the large-scope
behaviors of a program's execution as soon as the execution starts. The top layer is inputcentric adaptation, which capitalizes on the novel opportunities created by the first two
components to facilitate proactive adaptation for program optimizations.
This dissertation aims to develop this paradigm in two stages. In the first stage, we
concentrate on exploring the implications of program inputs for program behaviors and
dynamic optimization. We construct the basic input-centric optimization framework based
on offline training to realize the basic functionalities of the three major components of the
paradigm. For the second stage, we focus on making the paradigm practical by addressing
multi-facet issues in handling input complexities, transparent training data collection,
predictive model evolvement across production runs. The techniques proposed in this
stage together cultivate a lifelong continuous optimization scheme with cross-input
adaptivity.
Fundamentally the new optimization paradigm provides a brand new solution for program
dynamic optimization. The techniques proposed in the dissertation together resolve the
adaptivity-proactivity dilemma that has been limiting the effectiveness of existing
optimization techniques. Its benefits are demonstrated through proactive dynamic
optimizations in Jikes RVM and version selection using IBM XL C Compiler, yielding
significant performance improvement on a set of Java and C/C++ programs. It may open
new opportunities for a broad range of runtime optimizations and adaptations. The
evaluation results on both Java and C/C++ applications demonstrate the new paradigm is
promising in advancing the current state of program optimizations.
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AN INPUT CENTRIC PARADIGM FOR PROGRAM
DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATIONS AND LIFETIME
EVOLVEMENT

Chapter 1

Introduction
Program behavior analysis is essential for the maximization of computing efficiency, as program
optimizations rely on predictions of program behaviors. Program behaviors in the dissertation refer
to the operations of a program and the ensuing activities of the computing system, in relation to
the input and running environment. Examples include memory locality, data values, dependency,
function calling frequencies, and so on.
Accurately predicting program behaviors is fundamental for various program optimizations and
runtime adaptations. The prediction of program behaviors critically determines how optimizers
transform a program and the resulting performance. As the complexity in modem hardware and
software continuously grows, accurate behavior prediction becomes both more important and more
challenging than before.
Despite decades of remarkable progress, prior studies have not systematically exploited program
inputs, a deciding factor for program behaviors. Program inputs refer to all the data that are accessed
but not generated by the program, such as command line arguments, interactively input data, files
to read, and so on.
Recent studies [41] have reported strong influence program inputs impose on program runtime
behaviors. They find that surprisingly strong statistical correlations exist among the behaviors of
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different program components (e.g., loops) and among different types of program level behaviors
(e.g., loop trip-counts versus data values). Formally, they define behavior correlations as follows.
The behaviors of two program components are correlated if, when the inputs to the program change,
their values vary together in a way not expected on the basis of chance alone.
The existence of behavior correlations is due to the connections inherent in program code. I'll
use an example in Figure 1.1 to illustrate the intuition behind in the behavior correlations. Figure 1.1
outlines a simplified code for mesh generation. The "main" function invokes a recursive function
"genMesh" to create a mesh for the vertices listed in an input file. Before the creation, it reads
vertices and a reference mesh in the function "mesh..init" in preparation; after the creation, it verifies
the generated mesh in the function "verify".
The example illustrates both deterministic and non-deterministic connections among program
behaviors. A deterministic example is the relation between the value of "vN" and the trip-counts of
the two "for" loops in "mesh..init". Once the value of "vN" is known, the numbers of the iterations
are easily determined. Similar relations exist between "vN" and the number of times the recursive
function "genMesh" is invoked, and the size of the vertex array "v". A non-deterministic connection exists between the "while" loop in the function "mesh..init"and the "for" loop in the function
"verify". Although these two loops tend to have the same trip-counts, they may differ with each
other when the generated mesh is wrong. Some of these relations may be detectable by compilers,
but many of them are undetectable because of the complexities in pointer analysis, alias analysis,
and interprocedure analysis.
The existence of the correlations can be explained from another perspective. For a given program in a given environment, all the behaviors essentially stem from the same entity-the inputs
to the program. They are hence likely to correlate with one another (although do not necessarily
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maln(int argc, char* argv){
mesh_init (dataFile,mesh,refMesh);
genMesh (mesh,O,mesh->vN);
verify (mesh, refMesh);
}

II recursive mesh generation
void genMesh (Mesh *m, int left, int right){
if (right>3+1eft){
genMesh (m, left, (left+right)/2);
genMesh (m, (left+right)/2+1, right);

...}

Mesh * mesh init
(char * initlnfoF. Mesh* mesh, Mesh* refMesh)
{
FILE * fdata = fopen (initlnfoF. "r'');
fscanf(fdata, "%d\n", &vN);
mesh->vN = vN;
v = (vertex*) malloc (vN*sizeof(vertex));
II read positions of vertices
for (i=O; i<vN; i++) {
fscanf(fdata, "%f %1\n", &v[i].x, &v[ij.y);
...}
II sort vertices by x and y values
for (i=1; i< vN; i++){
for O=vN-1; j>=i; j-){

...}

}

}
while (!feof(fd)){

void verify (Mesh *m, Mesh *mRef){

r read edges into refMesh for

for (i=O; i< m->edgesN; i++){

later verification */
}

}
}

}
Figure 1.1: A simplified mesh generation program.

correlate, if two behaviors stem from the different parts or features of an input) .
Triggered by the strong and predictive correlations between program inputs and behaviors, the
dissertation aims to bring program inputs into the focus of program behavior analysis, cultivating a
new paradigm named input-centric program behavior analysis and optimization. This new approach
consists of three components, forming a three-layer pyramid. At the base is program input characterization, a component for resolving the complexity in program raw inputs and the extraction
of important features. In the middle is input-behavior modeling, a component for recognizing and
modeling the correlations between characterized input features and program behaviors. These two
components constitute input-centric program behavior analysis, which (ideally) is able to predict
the large-scope behaviors of a program's execution as soon as the execution starts. The top layer of
the pyramid is input-centric adaptation, which capitalizes on the novel opportunities that the first
two components create to facilitate proactive adaptation for program optimizations.
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The dissertation aims to develop input centric paradigm in two stages. The first stage, Chapter 2,
concentrates on exploring the implications of program inputs for program behavior analysis and prediction and the opportunities provided for program optimizations. We construct an offline training
based framework to realize the basic functionalities of the three major components of the paradigm,
including program input characterization, input-behavior modeling and input-centric adaptation.
We identify seminal behaviors through offline training and build the models between seminal behaviors and the program behaviors of interest. Then during runtime, the program will be automatically
optimized in a proactive, dynamic fashion based on the predictive models.
The second stage, Chapter 3, focuses on making the paradigm practical by addressing multifacet issues in handling input complexities, transparent training data collection, and so on. We
propose a set of techniques that make it possible to automatically recognize the relations between
program inputs and the appropriate ways to optimize it. The whole process happens transparently
across production runs; no need for offline profiling or programmer intervention. We implement
these techniques through modifying a Java Virtual Machine (NM). On the modied NM, a set of
programs exhibit continuous efciency enhancement across their executions, with most runs signicantly outperforming their performance on the default NM.
Overall, the dissertation makes the following major contributions.

• The dissertation proposes and develops the first input-centric paradigm for program behavior
analysis and optimizations. The dissertation systematically explores the special challenges
existing in the characterization program input features, construction of the predictive models
between input features and program behaviors.
• The dissertation demonstrates the use of input-centric optimization by integrating it into run5

time systems for program optimizations. Meanwhile, it assesses the potential of input-centric
optimizations by comparing them with both manual endeavors and the state-of-art optimization techniques.
• The dissertation is also the first exploration towards transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations, it reveals the main challenges and demonstrates the feasibility of the paradigm
in practical running environments. The whole optimization paradigm happens transparently
across production runs, hence cultivating a lifelong continuous optimization paradigm with
cross-input adaptivity.
• It proposes several techniques to address the special challenges in transparent input-centric
optimizations. Specifically, it develops randomized inspection-instrumentation to overcome
difficulties for data collection for automatic input characterization over production runs. It
develops a sparsity-tolerant algorithm to enable input characterization over data collected
across production runs. It proposes a continuous learning framework that enables incremental
evolvement of transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations with risks tightly controlled.

1.1 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the basic input-centric
optimization paradigm which is based on offline training. Chapter 3 addresses some limitations in
Chapter 2 and focuses on making input-centric optimization paradigm happen transparently across
production runs. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 focus on program optimizations and performance improvement at program level. Chapter 4 wants to address the new challenges in performance improvement on job scheduling in modem Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) architectures. It gives a study
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on optimally co-scheduling jobs of different lengths on Chip Multiprocessors. Chapter 5 reviews
some previous work related to the dissertation work and discusses the distinction between them.
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a short summary.
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Chapter 2

The Basic Input-Centric Optimization
Framework
2.1 . Introduction
The goal of program behavior analysis is to uncover the patterns in a program's dynamic behaviors
(e.g., cache requirement, function calling frequency) so that the future behaviors of the program
can be accurately predicted. As program optimizations rely on accurate predictions of program
behaviors, program behavior analysis is essential for the maximization of computing efficiency.
The inputs to a program refer to all the data that are not generated but accessed by the program,
including command line arguments, interactively input data, files to read, and so on. Many studies
have reported strong influence program inputs impose on the program's behaviors [11, 41, 49, 52,
53,77, 82]. Such influence has been commonly regarded a hurdle for program optimizations: Static
compilers have to optimize conservatively through transformations that fit all possible inputs [5, 6];
profiling-based optimizers often encounter cases that an optimization they apply based on some
training runs work inferiorly on an execution of the program on a new input [9, 11,52,53].
The work described in this chapter comes from a different perspective: The strong influence
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from program inputs, although causing challenges, may meanwhile provide valuable hints and opportunities for program behavior prediction and program optimizations. The rationale is that be-

cause of the decisive role of program inputs, the knowledge about them may offer important clues
on how the program would behave, and because in many cases (although not always) program inputs become known when an execution starts, the clues they offer may help produce a large-scope
prediction of the execution at its early stage, offering important guiding information for dynamic
optimizers. In the experiment to be reported in Section 2.4.1, for example, the clues indirectly
derived from program inputs lead to accurate prediction of the appropriate optimization level for
each Java method at the early stage of an execution. The prediction helps the JIT (Just-In-Time)
compiler appropriately optimize the Java method earlier than it does by default, yielding 12-29.6%
performance improvement.
A few previous studies [49, 77, 83] have used certain features of program inputs for optimizations. But they have concentrated on several scientific kernels (e.g., sorting, FFT), and the exploitation of program inputs mainly relies on domain-specific knowledge (e.g., the data distribution is a
feature important for sorting). A recent work [52] attempts to generalize the idea to a broader class
of applications, but still with manual characterization of inputs required. It remains an open question how to exploit program inputs for optimizing general applications in a systematic and automatic
manner. As a result, program input, a deciding factor for program behaviors, remains outside the
focuses of most optimizers.
In this chapter, we aim to bring program inputs into the center of program optimizations by
answering the following questions.
• First, is it worthwhile? In another word, are there any distinctive opportunities that an exploitation of program inputs can bring to program optimizations?
9

input-centric
behavior
analysis

mput-behctVIOr rnodelmg
mput charactenzat1on

Figure 2.1: Proposed research components. They form a pyramid, with the top level exerting the power of
the analysis conducted by the lower levels.

• If so, how to expose such opportunities, especially given the remarkable complexities of

program inputs and program behaviors?
• Finally, if those opportunities can be exposed, how to capitalize on them for performance
improvement? What changes need to be done to optimizers for the capitalization? How much
performance improvement can be produced?
Our efforts for answering these questions yield a set of techniques forming a three-layer pyramid
as shown in Figure 2.1. The bottom layer, program input characterization (Section 2.3.1), is fundamental. It extracts important features from raw, often complex, program inputs by taking advantage
of statistical correlations among program behaviors. The second layer, input-behavior modeling
(Section 2.3.2), recognizes and models the statistical relations between the features produced by
the first layer and various program behaviors. The process is based on machine learning theory
and techniques, with a systematic treatment to some special features of program behavior analysis (e.g., identification of categorical features, the tension between many input features and limited
training runs). These two layers constitute input-centric program behavior analysis, through which,
the runtime system is able to predict from the program inputs the behaviors of a large scope of the
current execution, (ideally) as soon as the execution starts. The prediction opens many novel op10

portunities for the enhancement of dynamic optimizations. The third layer, input-centric adaptation
(Section 2.3.3), helps overcome some inherent limitations-specifically, a proactivity-adaptivity
dilemma-in current dynamic optimizers and converts the opportunities created by the first two
components into performance improvement.
These three layers together form a new paradigm, namely the input-centric program behavior
analysis and optimizations. Its central theme is the exploration and exploitation of program inputs.
The techniques developed in the dissertation address the key difficulties in each of its components,
eliminate the needs for manual efforts, and for the first time, make automatic input-centric program
optimizations feasible and profitable.
To examine the potential of the new paradigm, we apply it to two optimizers (Section 2.4). One
is the JIT optimizer in Jikes RVM for Java programs, the other is the optimizer in a product compiler (IBM XL compiler) for C programs. Both experiments show that input-centric optimizations
consistently outperform existing techniques. In the Jlkes RVM, the speedups are up to 81% with
average ranging from 12% to 29.6%; in the IBM XL compiler, the speedups are up to 58% with
averages between 5% and 13%.
The rest of this section proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 first gives a qualitative view on the
importance of program inputs for program optimizations. Section 2.3 presents the input-centric
pyramid with all of its three layers. Section 2.4 reports the evaluation results in Jikes RVM and
mM XL C. Section 2.5 concludes this section with a short summary.
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2.2 Qualitative View on the Importance of Program Inputs for Program Optimizers
Before describing the techniques in detail and reporting their quantitative results, we first give a
qualitative discussion to convey some intuition for the importance of program inputs and the distinctive opportunities they may bring to program optimizations.

2.2.1

A Deciding Factor for Program Behaviors

The importance of program inputs for program optimizations stems. from their important role in
determining program behaviors. Formally, program behaviors in the dissertation refer to the operations of a program and the ensuing activities of the computing system in relation to the program
input and running environment. Examples include dynamic call graphs, data access patterns, memory requirement, cache usage, and so forth. The various factors deciding the behaviors of a program
may be qualitatively expressed by the following program behavior equation:

Prog. Behaviors = Inputs

+

Code

+

Environments.

(2.1)

The program code determines the set of instructions that may be executed in a run; the running environments consist of all the elements in the execution platform, including the OS, virtual machine,
architecture, system workload, and so on; program inputs determine the exact set of instructions to
be executed, their execution order and frequencies, as well as the data to be accessed.
As shown by the behavior equation, for a given program in a given environment, program inputs are the single important factor that decides the behaviors of the program in the execution.
Many quantitative measurements have confirmed this strong connection on various kinds of pro12

gram behaviors, including data locality [88], sorting algorithm selection [49, 77], computation offloading [82], and memory management [53]. This connection is the intuition for program inputs
to serve as clues for program behaviors prediction-the essence of input-centric program behavior
analysis.

2.2.2 Implications to Program Optimizations
Conceptually, the benefits of exploiting program inputs for optimizations may be summarized as its
potential to address a proactivity-adaptivity dilemma that limits existing program optimizers.

dynamic
optimizatiOn

. . offline ..
~ ,· prOfiting . ... stalf~.

compilation

Proactivity
Figure 2.2: Insufficient treatments to program inputs causes a dilemma between the proactivity and adaptivity
of program optimizations.

Existing approaches to program behavior analysis fall into three categories as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Static compilation [5, 6] focuses on code analysis, considers certain runtime environments
(e.g., the number of registers), but mostly ignores inputs. They conservatively limit themselves to
the properties holding for all inputs.
Offline profiling-based techniques typically choose several inputs as representatives for profiling
and optimize the program accordingly. Their optimizations are limited to the behaviors exposed in
the profiling runs, hence impairing their adaptivity to new inputs.
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Finally, runtime behavior analysis [8, 18, 47, 57, 86] in dynamic optimizers (e.g., the runtime
systems of Java and C#), overcomes the limitations of static and profiling techniques by sampling
and analyzing program executions on the fty. It has good adaptivity-being able to adapt to the
changes in running environments and program inputs. But it does not model or exploit program
inputs: It simply uses the observed behaviors in a recent interval as the prediction for the future. As
a result, runtime behavior analysis lacks the proactivity that the static and offline profiling techniques
have-referring to that they analyze and predict the behaviors of the entire program before the start
of any production run of the program.
The importance of proactivity may be less straightforward than that of adaptivity, but no less
important. Its absence in existing dynamic optimization systems has resulted in three limitations.

First, without a large-scope prediction of the behaviors of the current execution, an optimizer has to
go through a behavior-monitoring phase periodically to learn about the execution before optimizing
it. The delay impairs the benefits the optimizations may bring. Second, what the reactive way 'to
learn about program behaviors regards is the execution in only some recent intervals. Consequently,
the corresponding optimizations may be suitable to those intervals but inferior to the entire execution. For example, some Java methods that are heavily used in initialization stages may be rarely
invoked in the main execution. Without a large-scope view, the JIT compiler in existing Java Virtual
Machines may be misled to optimize those methods sophisticatedly, bringing virtually no benefits to
the main execution, but considerable slowdown to the start-up [34]. Finally, the lack of proactivity
limits the applicability of dynamic optimizations. For instance, a reactive way to dynamically overcome the difficulty in making decisions for optimizations (e.g. unrolling levels for a loop, registers
to spill) is to generate a version for each possible option and then try them one by one to select the
best. The approach is hard to apply when the option space is large as the whole process happens
14

during the current run. Even for small option space, the approach may have limited effectiveness
especially when the segment of code (e.g. a subroutine) to be optimized has few invocations (as
confirmed in Section 2.4.2).
Prior studies have revealed some evidences to those drawbacks of reactivity. In a study by
Arnold and others {9], on a commercial Java Virtual Machine (IBM J9 [33]), programs may run
17-49% faster if the delay in optimizations is just partially removed. A later study [52] shows that
enhanced proactivity increases performance even further. Other studies have seen similar benefits
in memory management [53], locality phase prediction [67] and library development [49, 77].
As a side note, the limitations of reactive approaches are not only for dynamic program optimizations, but also for dynamic adaptations in other levels, including operating systems and architectures. For instance, reactive co-scheduling [70] on chip multiprocessors requires the trials of
possible co-runs (multiple jobs running on a single chip) to find the schedule that minimizes the
effects of shared-cache contention. It is hard to scale as the number of possible co-runs is exponential in the numbers of jobs and computing units [40]. By providing a proactive way for large-scope
program behavior prediction, the techniques presented next are potentially beneficial to those levels
as well. Detailed discussions are out of the scope of this dissertation.

2.3

Input-Centric Behavior Analysis and Optimizations

Driven by the potential benefits of exploiting program inputs for optimizations, we have developed
a set of techniques encapsulated in the pyramid in Figure 2.1. They are designed to tackle some
critical obstacles to input-centric optimizations, including the characterization of complex program
inputs, the construction of predictive models mapping from input features to program behaviors,
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and the capitalization of these models for program optimizations. This section presents the three
layers of the pyramid in a bottom-up order.

2.3.1

Input Characterization

One of the major hurdles to exploiting program inputs is their complexity. An application may allow
hundreds of options; those options may overshadow each other; input files may contain millions
of data elements, organized in complex structures and representing various semantics (e.g., trees,
graphs, videos, etc).
The goal of input characterization is to address these complexities in a systematic and fully automatic manner. Specifically, it tries to reduce the raw, complex program inputs to a set of features.
These features critically determine the behaviors of the program that are essential to its performance. Consider the GNU compression tool, Gzip. Its core includes a loop that applies Lempel-Ziv
coding to a 32KB segment of the input file in each iteration. Although the coding results and some
fine-grained behaviors may differ on different input files, the major behaviors (e.g., loop trip-counts,
function calling frequencies) of the program do not as long as the input files are of a similar size
and some critical compression options remain the same [65]. Similarly, for a quick-sort program,
the distribution rather than the values of input data determines the sorting process [49, 77]. As to
be presented in Section 2.4, our examination of 10 Java and 14 C/C++ applications shows that for.
most of them, it is enough to predict their main behaviors from a small number of input features.
However, automatically extracting the critical features directly from program inputs is a remarkably challenging task. An input data file may have arbitrary structures and semantics, ranging from
a graph to an audio to a database or even a program. It may have a large number of attributes, from
as simple as the values of some special numbers in a file to as concealing as the density of a graph,
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the frequency range of an audio signal, the distribution of a bag of data, and the number of various
constructs in a program.
In the dissertation, we employ a technique, named seminal-behavior analysis, to circumvent the
difficulties. It is enlightened by the strong correlations among program behaviors. Such correlations
are statistical properties. For instance, in five runs of the program mcf on five different inputs, one
of its loops (denoted as loop-1) has iterations (15, 41, 52, 89, 101), and another (denoted as loop-2)
has iterations (69, 173, 217, 365, 413). Statistical analysis can easily determine that the trip-counts
(i.e. number of iterations) of these two loops have a linear relation as C2 = 4 * C1

+ 9 (C1, C2 for

the trip-counts of the two loops). Jiang and others [41] show that such statistical correlations widely
exist both among loop trip-counts and from loop trip-counts to other types of behaviors including
function invocations, data values, and so on.
Based on those observations, we developed a three-step automatic approach to recognizing a
small set of behaviors in a program, named a seminal behavior set. These behaviors satisfy two
properties. First, they have strong correlations with many other behaviors in the program so that
knowing their values would lead to accurate prediction of the values of other behaviors. Second, the
values of those behaviors become known in an early stage in a typical execution of the program. At
the center of the framework is the concept of seminal behaviors.

2.3.1.1

Concept of Seminal Behaviors

Roughly speaking, seminal behaviors are those behaviors that are suitable to be used for predicting
other behaviors. Before presenting the formal definition, we need to introduce two concepts.

Definition 1 For a given set of behaviors Band a threshold r, a set of behaviors S is a predictor set
of B

if there is a mapping function f from S

to B such that the average Euclidean distance between
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f(Vs) and VB is less than r, where Vs and VB are the values of Sand B.

Deftnidon 2 Let S be a predictor set of a given set of behaviors B ofa program G. In an execution
of G, let B' represent the subset of B whose values are exposed after the exposure of the values of
S. The earliness of Sin that execution is defined as

IB'I/IBI.

In these two terms, we express the definition of seminal behaviors as follows.

Deftnidon 3 For a given set of behaviors B of a program G, a seminal behavior set, S, is a predictor set of B whose earliness, averaged across all executions of G, is the highest among all the
predictor sets of B. Each member of S is called a seminal behavior.
The definition suggests two properties of a seminal behavior set. First, it leads to accurate
prediction of other behaviors. Second, it enables the earliest (on average) prediction among all B's
behavior-predictor sets. These two properties make a seminal behavior set desirable for the uses in
proactive and cross-input adaptive prediction of program dynamic behaviors.

2.3.1.2 Identification of Seminal Behaviors
The concept of seminal behaviors suggests that whether a behavior is a seminal behavior depends
on B, the behaviors to be predicted. In this work, we concentrate on the following program-level
dynamic behaviors: loop trip-counts (numbers of iterations), procedure calling frequencies, the
number of times a basic block is accessed (data profiles), the counts of certain values from some
special expressions, referenced by the nodes and edges in the control ftow graph, (edge profiles and

node profiles, respectively), which are important for program optimizations Gudged by the

mM

XL C/C++ compiler vlO.l). We choose these types of behaviors because of their importance for
program optimizations. In fact, the final three kinds of profiles compose the entire feedback the
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ffiM XL compiler uses for its profiling-directed compilation. The other two kinds of behaviors are
important for loop optimizations and function inlining.
A brute-force way to identify seminal behavior sets is to enumerate every possible subset of the
program's behaviors, try all kinds of mapping functions, and consider all executions of the program.
The high complexity suggests the need for heuristics and approximations. We employ a heuristicsbased framework as described next.

Candidate Behaviors

Rather than consider all kinds of behaviors, we select two types of be-

haviors as the candidates for seminal behaviors. The first is program interface behaviors, which
mainly include the values directly obtained from program inputs. Specifically, this type of behaviors include the values obtained directly from command lines 1 and file operations. We ignore the
content of a file if the corresponding file operations are within a loop whose trip-count is either
large (greater than 10 in our experiments) or unknown during compile time. Those data are likely
to be a massive data set for processing; their values may not influence the coarse-grained behaviors
much, but including them may significantly inflate the candidate behavior set and complicate the
recognition of seminal behaviors. Instead, we include the trip-counts of those surrounding loops as
they often reflect the size of the data set. We also record the size of input files, obtained through file
descriptors, as another clue of the size of data. All these behaviors together form a set called the

interface behavior set.
The second type of behaviors we include are the trip-counts of all the loops (beside those that
are already counted as interface behaviors) in the program. This inclusion is due to the importance
of loops and the correlations the previous section shows.
1

In this work, we assume that the applications are C programs with inputs coming from command lines. The analysis
can be applicable to other programs with interactive features; details are out of the scope.
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Computation of Predictive CapabiUty

From the definition of seminal behaviors, we know that

they must be able to lead to accurate prediction of other behaviors. For a given set of behaviors B,
we define predictive capability of a set S as the number of behaviors in the set B - S that can be
predicted from S with an accuracy above a predefined threshold (80% in this study).
For the reduction of complexity, we take a simplification as follows. We limit B to loop tripcounts during the examination of the predictive capability of different candidate behavior sets. The
intuition is that because there are strong correlations between loops and other types of behaviors,
the sets selected in this way are likely to show good predictive capability on other types of behaviors
as well. The results in Section 3.5 confirm this intuition.
The computation of predictive capabilities in our experiments is based on the standard 10-fold
cross-validation [35]. It works iteratively. Suppose we did N profiling runs of a program, and
obtained N instances of Sand B. In each iteration, 9/10 of theN instances are used to construct
predictive models from S to B, and the other 1/l 0 are used to test the model for prediction accuracy.
Next, we describe the framework for seminal behavior identification first, and then explain the
construction of predictive models.

Identification Framework

A brute-force way to identify seminal behaviors is to compute the

predictive capability and earliness of every subset of candidate behaviors and choose the best one.
To circumvent the exponential complexity, we take an incremental approach, which gradually builds
a number of affinity lists. An affinity list is a list consisting of two sets of behaviors, a header set and
a body set, such that the values of the behaviors in the header can lead to accurate prediction of the
values of those behaviors in the body.
The construction of affinity lists proceeds as follows. It starts with the set of interface behaviors,
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because of their earliness and direct connections with program inputs. It ignores those interface behaviors that have constant values across all training runs as they are irrelevant to behavior variances
among different runs. It then uses the remaining interface behaviors as predictors, builds predictive
models from them to each loop trip-count. The loop trip-counts that can be predicted accurately are
put into the body of the first affinity list. All the interface behaviors that appear in the predictive
models are put into the header of that affinity list. The first column in Figure 2.3 illustrates the result
of this step on a program mcf
The construction process then selects, in an order shown next, one of the remaining candidate
behaviors as the header of the second affinity list, computes the predictive capability of this header
on the remaining behaviors, and adds the predictable ones into the body of the second affinity
list. This process continues until no candidate behaviors are left. For the program mcf shown in
Figure 2.3, the process constructs 6 affinity lists; the last one has an empty body. An affinity list
with an empty body means no behaviors are predictable from its header.
In our experiment, the order, in which loop behaviors are selected, is the order of the time when
the trip-counts of the loops get exposed. (The average order is used when there are two or more
training runs.) This is to maximize the earliness of the resulting seminal behavior set.

list 0

list 1

~
~

list 6

•••

f'

LoopiD1
LoopiD13
LoopiD23

Figure 2.3: The affinity lists of program mcf
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The union of the headers of the affinity lists fonns a possible seminal behavior set as all other
candidate behaviors are predictable from it. These header sets may be ranked in a descending order
of the sizes of their bodies. The exclusion of the low-rank header sets may have little influence on
the prediction of most behaviors. Section 3.5 examines the trade-off of the size and the predictive
capability of those sets.
We note that the headers of the affinity lists essentially embody a kind of characterization of
program inputs: Each of the headers reflects some aspects or attributes of the inputs; together they
detennine most of the program's behaviors.
In the dissertation, we adopt seminal behaviors for program input characterization. The basic
rationale is that because seminal behaviors have strong correlations with many other behaviors,
their values essentially capture the important features of the current program inputs and offers clues
for program behavior prediction. For instance, in the 2-loop example mentioned in the earlier
paragraph, suppose loop-1 is identified as a seminal behavior. In a new execution, as soon as its
loop trip-counts (C1 ) get exposed, we may immediately predict the trip-counts of loop-2 by putting

cl into the linear equation c2 = 4 * cl + 9.
The entire process for finding seminal behaviors is through a fully automatic tool; no manual
efforts are necessary. By using seminal behaviors, we avoid the needs for direct attacks to the
complexities in program raw inputs. It offers an indirect way to characterize program inputs in a
fully automatic manner.

2.3.2 Input-Behavior Modeling
Input-behavior modeling is the second component of input-centric behavior analysis. Its goal is
to construct models, namely input-behavior models, that capture the connections between input
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features-represented by seminal behaviors-and program behaviors. With such models, the prediction of program behaviors from an arbitrary input becomes possible.
The modeling is through cross-run incremental learning. For a given application, during each
of its execution, the runtime system records the values of seminal behaviors and (sampled) program behaviors in a database. After a certain number of runs, a learning agent applies statistical
learning to the database to construct input-behavior models. For a run on a new input, the runtime
system uses the constructed models to predict how the program will behave, preparing for proactive
dynamic optimizations. The learning occurs repeatedly for continuous enhancement of the models.
In this section, we first describe the formulation of the problem of input-behavior modeling
as a statistical learning problem and outline the basic solutions. We then concentrate on several
challenges in the learning process that are special to input-behavior modeling and describe our
treatment. Section 2.4 will show that treating these special challenges is critical for the quality of
the produced input-behavior models.

Problem Formulation

The input-behavior modeling is a statistical learning process. Its objective

is to determine a function that maps inputs, characterized by seminal behaviors (denoted by V), to
target behaviors (denoted by B). The mapping function is represented as B = f(V), where Vis
a vector with each element corresponding to one seminal behavior. The learning target, B, can be
one behavior or a vector of multiple target behaviors. In the latter case, the learning process builds
a mapping function between V and each of the target behaviors.
During the learning process, on every run of the program on an input data set, we obtain the
values of both V and B. After a number of runs, we accumulate a database { <
(i = 1, 2, · · · , N). Determining the function

f

Vi, Bi >}

from such a database is a typical statistical learn-
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ing problem. Specifically, when the target behavior has categorical values (i.e., its value set has a
limited number of members), the problem is a classification problem; when the target behavior has
continuous values, it is a regression problem [35]. The function

f

can be in a form of mathemat-

ical formulas or in a less structured form such as decision trees, Support Vector Machines, Neural
Networks, and so on.
To make the explanation concrete, we use the compilation of Java methods in Jikes RVM [7)
as an example. In Jikes RVM, the JIT compiler may optimize a Java method at 4 levels (-1, 0, 1,
2). Due to the tradeoff between compilation time and execution time, the appropriate optimization
level differs for different methods. Moreover, for a specific method, the best level may vary across
program inputs. To apply input-centric analysis and optimizations to this example, we may build a
model between program input features and the appropriate optimization level for each Java method.
So, in this example, B is a set of target behaviors, each member of which corresponds to the appropriate optimization level of a Java method. Correspondingly,

f

is a set of functions, with each

member mapping from input features to one member of B. Because optimization levels are categorical, all functions in

f

are classifiers, the determinations of which may proceed independently

from one another.

Classification and Regression

Many classification and regression methods are applicable to input-

behavior modeling. In the dissertation, we select Decision Trees as the primary approach for both
classification and regression, because of its simplicity and other appealing properties to be listed at
the end of this section. The specific forms of Decision Trees for classification and regression are
named Classification Trees and Regression Trees respectively.
A classification tree is a hierarchical data structure implementing the divide-and-conquer strat-
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egy [35]. It divides the input space into local regions, and assigns a class label to each of those
regions. Figure 2.4 shows such an example. Each non-leaf node asks a question on the input features. Each leaf node has a class label. For a new input, going through the tree with its features
would lead us to a leaf node. The label of that leaf node is the prediction on the new input. The key
in constructing a classification tree is in selecting the appropriate questions to ask in each non-leaf
node. The goodness of a question is quantified by purity: A question is desirable if after the split
based on the question, the data in each subspace has the same class label. Many techniques have
been developed to automatically select the appropriate questions based on the entropy theory [35].
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Figure 2.4: A training dataset (o: class 0; x: class 1) and the classification tree. Each leaf node is labeled
with a class number.

A regression tree shares with a classification tree in the form of the data structure and the construction process. The primary differences exist in the calculation of purity and the final label of a
leaf node. Both differences are due to the numerical rather than categorical values of the learning
targets. By default, a leaf node in a regression tree is labeled as the average value of all the instances
contained in the node. In our implementation, we add an extension to enhance the predictive capability by applying Least Means Square (LMS) to the instances in the leaf node to produce a linear
function of the input features.
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We adopt Decision Trees as the main learning technique for five of its appealing properties.

First, the construction and use of Decision Trees are simple, efficient, and fully automatic. Second,
Decision Trees has very good interpretability. Unlike Neural Network or other learning models
working as a black box to users, a decision tree is essentially a set of "if... else, .." rules. This
interpretability can not only help users analyze and verify the results easily, but also increase the
understanding to the problem. Third, Decision Trees handles both categorical and numerical input
features smoothly. Both kinds of features

are common in program behavior analysis.

Fourth, its

tree structure is a natural match with non-linear relations. The combination with linear regression
techniques (e.g., LMS) makes it capable to handle various relations between input features and the
learning targets. Finally, it automatically selects the important features. It is possible that some
input features are either constant across all inputs or irrelevant to the learning targets. During the
construction of decision trees, because questions on those features cause no impurity reduction, they
will not appear in the trees. This feature reduction helps reduce the dimensionality of the problem,
preventing certain noises from hurting the quality of the constructed decision trees.
Our strategy for the statisticalleaning.is a two-level strategy. For a given target behavior, before
applying Decision Trees, we first try LMS to fit the training data set with polynomial (linear or
quadratic) functions. Using cross validation (i.e., part of data for training and others for testing), we
estimate the quality of the fitting. We resort to Decision Trees only when the linear models cannot fit
the data well; such cases typically suggest the existence of non-linear relations. The entire learning
process involves no manual intervention.

Challenges Special to Input-Behavior Modeling

Input-behavior modeling imposes several spe-

cial challenges to the classification and regression techniques. A systematic treatment to these
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challenges in the modeling process turns out to be critical for the quality of the modeling results.

Categorical Features. The first challenge is on the presence of categorical features, referring
to the features whose values can only be one of a limited number of values. Examples include the
optimization levels in Jikes RVM, the options that control which compression algorithm to select
in a compression tool, the type of an input file, and so forth. In many statistical learning problems,
categorical features are marked beforehand along with their value ranges. But in input-behavior
modeling, such knowledge typically does not exist. Consequently, special operations are necessary
for identifying and utilizing such features during the statistical learning process.
For identification of categorical features, we exploit two heuristics. First, if the data type of a
feature is not a number (integer, float, etc.), the feature is considered as categorical. Otherwise, if the
number of unique values of the feature contained in the training data set is smaller than a threshold,
the feature is considered as categorical as well. The threshold is defined as 10% of the total number
of the

occurrenc~s

of the feature in the training data set. The intuition is that the large number of

repetitive values suggest that the value of the feature in a new run is likely to be one of its values that
have appeared in the training runs. So even if it is not categorical, treating it as a categorical feature
would typically work well in terms of the predictive capability of the produced model. Note, if the
new value happens to be something not covered by the training set, the risk control (to be presented)
would prevent the mistaken predictions from causing inferior consequences.
During the model construction process, we deal with categorical features via the use of indicator
matrices [35]. A feature with k categories, is converted to a vector of k - 1 binary features. If an
observed value of this feature is the ith (i = 1, 2, · · · , k- 1) category, the ith binary feature is set to
1, and all the others are set to 0. When the feature value equals the kth category, all k- 1 features
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are set toO.

Feature Selection. The second special challenge resides in the tension between the many
seminal behaviors and the limited number of training runs. A large number of seminal behaviors
form a high-dimensional input space with each seminal behavior as one dimension. Learning in
such a space demands a large number of training data. However, collecting many representative
inputs and then conducting profiling runs are time consuming and not always feasible.
We alleviate this problem through feature selection techniques. As mentioned earlier in this
section, Decision Trees can automatically filter out non-important features. Moreover, during the
LMS regression, we apply a standard stepwise method to recognize the important features. The
method works as follows. It first builds an initial model based on the observations in the training
runs with a minimum number of features included in the model. It then examines each feature that
does not show up in the current model. If adding the feature into the model improves the predictive
capability of the model substantially (evaluated through F-statistic analysis [35]), the feature is
added into the model. This process continues until no more features can be added. By reducing
the number of features, the required number of training runs becomes smaller. Meanwhile, the risk
control (presented next) distinguishes the subspaces in the input space that are predictable from
those that are not. This discrimination further reduces the tension between the number of training
runs and the number of features as the learning space is pruned.
An alternative to the stepwise method for feature selection is the Principle Component Analysis
(PCA). It casts features to the orthogonal axes of a principle component space and selects only
those directions along which the values of the data show large variations. The use of PCA allows
no presence of categorical features. We apply PCA only when all features are numerical, and use
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the stepwise method otherwise.

Risk Control and Model Evolvement. It is important to prevent wrong predictions from hurting program optimizations. Discriminative prediction is an approach proposed in a recent work [521
for risk control. The learner keeps assessing the confidence level of the input-behavior models and
predicts only if the confidence level is higher than a preset threshold. ('The optimizer falls back to
the default reactive strategy when the confident is low.) The confidence is measured through crossvalidation on the collected behaviors of history runs stored in the database. This risk control is
coarse-grained in that the whole program has only one confidence value, regardless of the variations
in the input feature space and the behaviors to predict.
In the dissertation, we extend the approach to allow fine-grained control. The motivation is that

the predictive capability of a model often varies in different regions in the input feature space. It
also depends on the behaviors to predict. The fine-grained risk control uses multiple confidence
values to handle such differences. Moreover, it maintains the range of the input sub-spaces (more
precisely, seminal behavior spaces) which have been covered by the training runs. If the new input
falls outside of the range, the prediction is shut down automatically and the system falls back to the
default optimization scheme.
The behavior models and the confidence values may evolve across production runs of the program. The newly observed behaviors and input features in a new run may be added into the training
data set so that the safe region can be continuously expanded. The models may be retrained periodically (when the machine is idle) using the expanded data set, with the confidence levels updated
accordingly.
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2.3.3 Input-Centric Adaptation
The large-scope prediction of program behaviors, enabled by input-centric behavior analysis, opens

many new opportunities for program optimizations. We name the new way of optimization input-

centric adaptation. Two features, proactivity and holism, distinguish input-centric adaptation from
existing dynamic optimizations.

Proactivity and Holism

Being proactive means that the optimizations happen at the early stage

of a program's execution, no need to wait for the finish of periodical monitoring phases. The direct advantage is that it can determine and apply suitable optimization decisions early, avoiding the
optimization delays in reactive schemes. In addition, it expands the applicability of dynamic optimizations to the scenarios where reactive schemes cannot work well, such as the job co-scheduling
problem mentioned in Section 2.2.2.
The holism has two-fold meanings. On the program level, it means that input-behavior models
predict the behaviors of the entire program (or a large portion of it) rather than a small window of the
execution. With that view, optimizers may make more accurate decisions so that many issues, such
as the JIT compilation problem mentioned in Section 2.2.2, can be resolved. The second meaning
of the holism is that the large-scope proactive behavior prediction makes cross-layer optimization
more feasible than before. The predicted behaviors may be passed across software execution layers,
facilitating the coordination among compilers, OS, and virtual machines. Detail in this cross-layer
aspect is yet to be explored in our future work.

Example Uses

In this section, we describe two uses of input-centric adaptation to explain how it

may be integrated into existing dynamic optimizers. The next section reports the resulting perfor-
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mance improvement, showing the quantitative benefits brought by the proactivity and holism of the
input-centric adaptation.

Use 1: JIT Optimizations in Jikes RVM.

The first use is on the enhancement of Java pro-

gram performance through JIT. We implement a prototype of seminal·behavior-based proactive
dynamic optimizations in Jikes RVM [7]. Like most Java Virtual Machines, Jikes RVM is reactive:
During an execution, the RVM observes the behaviors of the application through sampling, whereby,
it determines the importance of each Java method in the application, and invokes the JIT compiler

""'

to (re)optimize the method accordingly. As compilation incurs runtime overhead, the JIT in RVM
offers four compilation levels. The high-level optimizations (more sophisticated and hence taking
more time) are supposed to be used only for important Java methods, and low-level optimizations
for others.
Complexities reside in the determination of the importance of a method. At each time point,
Jikes RVM assumes that the time a method will take in the rest of the execution is the same as the
time it has already taken; the longer that time is, the more important the method is. In reality, this
assumption often does not hold, causing inaccurate prediction of the importance. The JIT compiler
may be hence misled to optimize an unimportant method sophisticatedly. On the other hand, RVM
may not recognize the importance of a really critical method until the late stage of the execution
due to the reactivity of the scheme. As a result, the compiler may compile the method multiple
times in increasing levels gradually, rather than in the highest level at the early encounter of the
method. These issues incur extra compilation overhead and impair the effectiveness of the dynamic
optimizations.
We integrate input-centric behavior analysis into Jikes RVM 2.9.1 to enable proactive dynamic
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optimizations. First, we identify seminal behaviors through offline training and build the models between seminal behaviors and the appropriate optimization levels for every Java method in a program.
The appropriate optimization levels used in the training process come from the default cost-benefit
model in the Jikes RVM. The cost-benefit model determines the appropriate optimization level from
the hotness (i.e., invocation times and length) of a Java method. By feeding the cost-benefit model
with the hotness of all Java methods obtained at the end of a training run, we get the appropriate
optimization levels to be used in the training process.
After that, we modify the Jikes RVM so that as soon as the values of seminal behaviors become
explicit in an execution, it plugs those values into the constructed predictive models to predict the
appropriate optimization levels of the Java methods (if the input falls into the safe regions and the
confidence level is high enough). Specifically, when a Java method is encountered for the first
time, it is compiled using the basic optimizer (at the lowest optimization level), but meanwhile, a
recompilation event is pushed into the Jikes RVM event queue so that the method will quickly be
recompiled at the level predicted from the seminal behaviors. (Not using the predicted level for the
first-time compilation is to avoid immature optimizations because many references are possibly not
resolved yet. This scheme is consistent with those used in previous studies [9, 52].)
Compared to the default dynamic optimization schemes in Jikes RVM, the new approach avoids
unnecessary recompilations and tends to generate high-quality code at the early stage of the program
execution. Section 2.4.1 reports the resulting performance improvement.

Use 2: Proactive Dynamic Version Selection. The second use is on C/C++ program optimizations through dynamic version selection. Dynamic code version selection is a technique for
enabling the adaptation of program optimizations on input data sets. Our study is particularly based
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on the work by Chuang and others [20]. In that work, for each function, the compiler generates
several versions using different optimization parameters. During runtime, those versions are used
and timed in the first certain number of invocations of a function; the version taking the shortest
time to run is selected for the rest of the execution.
The technique shows promising results. But as the authors point out, the way a version is
selected is subject to some limitations. First, the timed execution of the different versions may
operate on different parts of a data set, causing unfairness in the comparison, and leading to an
inferior selection result. Second, the technique is unlikely to benefit the functions that have only a
few invocations, because of the requirement of runtime trials. This limitation is especially serious
when such functions contain large loops and dominate the entire execution time.
Seminal behaviors offer a solution to these issues. The key insight is that because seminal behaviors capture the dominant influence of program inputs on the program execution, if we can build
a mapping from the values of seminal behaviors to the suitable versions during training time, we can
immediately predict the best version to use for a new run as soon as the values of seminal behaviors
get exposed in that run. In this way, we do not need the trials of the different versions during runtime, hence circumventing both limitations the previous work faces. Details of the implementation
will be presented in Section 2.4.2 along with the performance results.

Discussions.

Proactive optimizations do not conflict with the presence of program phase shifts.

Many studies [67, 68] have shown the predictability of phase shifts. The proactive optimizations in
input-centric adaptation can thus be applied before each phase.
Despite that proactive dynamic optimizations overcome some limitations of existing (reactive)
optimization schemes, we view the proactive scheme as a complement rather than a replacement to
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existing dynamic optimizations. The runtime sampling in existing reactive schemes is important for
the assessment of the quality of the behavior prediction, while t~e reactive optimizations serve as a
fall-back option when the proactive schemes cannot work well. Moreover, in the scenarios where
cross-run learning is not desirable for overhead or other reasons, reactive schemes are especially
valuable.

2.4 Evaluations
In this section, we report the results of the two input-centric adaptation techniques described in
the previous section. The comparisons of these results with the default dynamic optimizers in an
open-source Java Virtual Machine (Jikes RVM) and a product compiler (IBM XL compiler), along
with some previous results from manual endeavors, demonstrate the potential of the input-centric
paradigm for program optimizations.

2.4.1 Optimizations by JIT
In this section, we first report the effectiveness of seminal behaviors in predicting the behaviors of 10
Java benchmarks, and then present the performance improvement coming from the JIT compilations
guided by the predicted behaviors.

Methodology. The machine we use is equipped with Intel Xeon E5310 processors, running Linux
2.6.22. All experiments use Jikes RVM as the virtual machine. Table 2.1 reports the used benchmarks, which come from three benchmark suites. They have been used in a previous study [52], in
which, manually characterized input features are employed for proactive optimizations2 • So using
2
We did not include the program fop because the current implementation of the seminal behavior analysis encounters
some unknown problems when running on that program.
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this set of benchmarks makes it convenient to compare with the previous results. In the previous
work [52], the authors collected a number of extra inputs for each of the programs for their experiments. Those inputs are used in this dissertation as well.

Behavior Prediction Accuracy.

The fourth to sixth columns in Table 2.1 report the accuracies of

three types of behaviors predicted from seminal behaviors. We select these three types of behaviors
for prediction because of their relevance to program optimizations and memory management. The
first type is method calling frequency, a type of behaviors critical for inter-procedure optimizations
(e.g., function inlining). The second type is minimum heap size, referring to the minimum size of the
heap on which a Java program can execute successfully. This property is important for determining
the heap pressure and has been used for the selection of garbage collectors [53, 69]. The third type
is the appropriate optimization level of each Java method, a key decision affecting the optimization
results by the JIT compiler in Jikes RVM as mentioned in Section 2.3.3.

..

Table 2 1· The Number of Seminal Behaviors and Prediction Accuracies
Program
# Through seminal behaviors Manual approach [52]
of #of
Pred accuracy
#of Pred accuracy
Compress3

obi
Mtrti

Antlr<i
Bloatd
Euler'
Mo1Dyn 9
MonteCarlo9
Search9
RayTracerB
Average

inputs sem. call min
opt. features
beh. freq heap
level
20
1
2 0.93 0.99
0.99
2
54
4 0.98 0.96
0.84
100
2
0.97
2 0.89 0.84
3
175
0.95
39 0.95 0.96
2
100
7 0.76 0.99
0.96
1
14
0.99
1 0.99 0.98
15
1
2 0.83 0.98
0.98
14
1
1 0.98 0.99
0.99
2
9
0.99
2 0.97 0.99
12
1
0.98
1 0.9 0.98
51.3 6.1 0.92 0.97
0.96
2
J·: J'vm98 [3]; d: dacapo [13); g : grande [2]

opt.
level
0.94
0.86
0.82
0.83
0.85
0.91
0.81
0.83
0.96
0.85
0.87

The results show that the seminal behaviors can predict most of those behaviors with over 94%
accuracy. The rightmost two columns in Table 2.1 list the results from a previous work [52]. It uses
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manually characterized input features to help proactive dynamic optimizations. The numbers of features are not as large as the numbers of recognized seminal behaviors for half of the programs. The
average accuracy of the predictions from seminal behaviors is 9% higher than the previous results.
The higher accuracy comes from two sources. The first is that the recognized seminal behaviors
characterize the input features better than those features manually produced. This is not surprising:
Given the high complexity in some of those programs (especially those from NM 98 and Dacapo
suites) and their inputs, it is hard for manual characterization to determine all the input features
that are critical to the programs behaviors. On the other hand, even when the manual characterization finds all important features (e.g., for most of the Grande benchmarks), the enhanced statistical
learning algorithms, as described in Section 2.3.2, improves the prediction accuracy substantially
by systematically handling categorical features and reducing the dimensionality of the input space
through PCA and step-wise selection. These results demonstrate the importance of a systematic
treatment to the special properties of the input-behavior modeling during the learning process.

Performance Comparison.

We modify the Jikes RVM to enable input-centric optimization guided

by the behavior model based prediction, as described in Section 2.3.3. Compared to the default dynamic optimization scheme in Jikes RVM, the new optimization strategy saves compilation time by
avoiding unnecessary recompilations of a method, and saves execution time by generating efficient
code early.
We compare the resulting performance with the performance of the default executions and with
the performance (denoted as "Manual") of the programs optimized [52] using the previously proposed proactive optimizations based on manually characterized input features. To further examine
the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, we also compare the performance of input-centric op-
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timization with the performance (denoted as "Replay") of replay compile mode in Jikes RVM [10].

In replay compile mode, a Java program is executed two times for each input. The first run is to
collect advice files based on profiling information. In the second run, the replay compile mode
directly applies optimization to the Java program based on the advice files with the same input. Ideally replay compile mode can acquire a complete knowledge of the current program execution and
utilize it to optimize program at the beginning of each run. A comparison with the replay compile
mode can show the efficiency of the input-centric optimization which is based on program behavior
prediction rather than an accurate knowledge.
Figure 2.5 shows the results. The baseline is the performance of the default executions in Jikes
RVM. As the speedup differs on different inputs, each bar shows the minimum, average and maximum speedup of all the runs of a program. On average, input-centric optimization yields 12-29.6%
speedup over the default executions. Because of the improved prediction accuracies, they outperform the Manual results. by L9-5.3%. These results, for the first time, demonstrate that proactive
optimizations based on automatic input characterization may produce even higher speedup over
manual endeavors. The small distance from the ideal replay compile mode demonstrates the effectiveness of the input-centric optimization framework in program behavior prediction and proactive
optimization.

2.4.2 Proactive Dynamic Version Selection
Our experiments of proactive dynamic version selection are based on the PDF (profile-drivenfeedback) compilation offered by the mM XL C compiler. The default PDF compilation works
in two steps. For a given application, the compiler first instruments it (through the option "-qpdfl ")
and lets users run it on a training input. That run generates a file, containing three sections that
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correspond to the node, edge, and data profiles, reflecting the dynamic behaviors of the program
on basic block frequency, function call edges, and data values. The compiler then recompiles the
application using the profiling results as feedback (through the option "-qpdf2") and generates a
specialized executable for the input. We conduct this experiment on an IBM server equipped with
PowerS processors and AIX v5.3.
In this experiment, as a preparation, for each program, we first select five representative inputs
to do five independent PDF compilations, generating five versions of the program. During that
process, we also record the values of the seminal behaviors in each of the five runs.
Next, we run the programs with different inputs. We collect following running times of the
programs to compare the performance improvements of different version selection techniques.

• default: the default static compilation at the highest optimization level.
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• def-pdf. the default PDF compilation. As default PDF compilation does not adapt to inputs,
we obtain the performance of a program on an input by running each of the five versions on
this input and getting the average running time of the five runs.
• dyn-tridl: corresponding to the previous version selection technique [20]. The five versions

of each function are tried in its first five invocations and the one with the shortest running time
is used for the rest of the run. This scheme is a typical reactive scheme for runtime version
selection.
• dyn-sem: seminal-behavior-based version selection. In each testing run, as soon as its seminal

behavior values become explicit, they are compared against the seminal behaviors of the five
training runs. The highest similarity determines which of the five versions will be used for the
rest of the execution. The similarity comparison is in terms of Euclidean distance (normalized
to remove the differences of value ranges among dimensions).

• ideal: the ideal case, in which, the real profile of a run is used for the PDF optimization of
that run.

The performance in the first case, default, is taken as the baseline.

Methodology. Table 2.2 lists the programs we've used in this experiment. They include 14 C

programs in SPEC CPU2000 and SPEC CPU2006. We include no C++ or Fortran programs because
the instrumenter we implement currently only works for C programs. We exclude those programs
that are either similar to the ones included (e.g., bzip2 versus gzip) or have special requirements on
their inputs and make the creation of extra inputs (which are critical for this study) very difficult.
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Although each benchmark comes with several sets of inputs by default, more inputs are necessary for a systematic study of the predictability of seminal behaviors. We collect more inputs as
shown in the third column of Table 2.2. During the collection, we try to ensure that the inputs are
typical in the normal executions of the benchmarks. More specifically, we collect those inputs by
either searching the real uses of the corresponding applications or deriving the inputs after gaining
enough understanding of the benchmark through reading its source code and example inputs. Some
inputs come from the collection by Amaral's group. The fourth column of Table 2.2 shows the
largest changes of the loop trip-counts of those programs caused by the changes in inputs.
The numbers of seminal behaviors are shown in the fifth column. The rightmost three columns
report the accuracies of the three types of profiles predicted from seminal behaviors. Most programs
show reasonable prediction accuracy. Several programs show modest accuracies, mainly due to the
large numbers of conditional statements in those programs. An extreme example is mesa. Its two
largest files are get.c and eval.c. There are 5 switch-case statements with 1008 cases in get.c, and
231 cases and 108 "if' statements in eval.c. The branches result in complex non-linear relations
between seminal behaviors and the basic block access frequencies, which explain the low prediction
accuracy of its node profiles.

Performance Results.

Figure 2.6 reports the speedups of the programs over the baseline perfor-

mance. All runtime overhead are counted in. In each scenario, five repetitive measurements are
conducted. Only negligible variances appear among the measurement results, and the average value
is used.
Because we have a number of inputs for a program and the speedups on them are different,
each bar in Figure 2.6 shows the speedup range. The results reveal the following phenomena.
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Table 2.2: Benchmarks Used in Dynamic Version Selection and Prediction Accuracies
#of #of
factors of #of
accuracy
lines inputs changes caused sem.
by inputs beh. edge node data
of code
13263
9.9 X 10'
ammp
20
1 100 91.1 99.7
1270
4.0 X 104
4 100 80.0 96.1
108
art
4.6 X 10"
crafty
19478
14
2 90.8 44.5 79.3
1.0 X 10;,
equake
1513
100
1 100 96.3 99.3
1.1 X 10"
gap
59482
12
7 56.3 69.7 88.5
1.1 X 10°
gee
484930
72
54 93.6 95.4 95.6
4.3 X 10
gzip
7760
100
6 83.5 69.0 94.5
2.1 X 1011
h264ref 46152
20
4 97.0 97.8 99.7
120
6.0 X 10°
Ibm
875
3 100 100 100
1.4 X 10°
mcf
1909
64
10 100 89.5 97.5
50230
2.0 X 101
1 99.5 12.2 100
20
mesa
2.1 X 10"
mile
12837
18 100 52.0 99.7
10
2.1 X 1011
parser
10924
20
2 79.2 78.0 90.8
3.9 X 10°
vpr
16976
20
9 64.0 82.2 95.8
Name

1) The ideal results show that a large potential (5-15% average and up to 67% speedup over all

programs) exists for using profiles as feedback to optimize those programs. 2) However, due to
the lack of the adaptivity to different inputs, the def-pdjyields only 2-7% speedup averaged over
all the programs. 3) The dyn-trial improves the speedup to 3-8%, but still a considerable distance
between the optimal. As mentioned earlier in this section, only after five invocations of a function,
dyn-trial can decide on a suitable version for that function. Measurement through gprof shows that

the average portion of an execution that can benefit from dyn-trial is only 62%. For example, the
top function in gap is ..Jncount. Although it takes 41% time of an execution, it is invoked only
once. This limitation explains the distance of the resulting performance from the full speed. 4) By
circumventing both issues facing dyn-trial, dyn-sem boosts the speedup to 5-13%, about 3% from
the ideal. The essential reason for the promising results is that seminal behaviors make it possible
to get both proactivity and cross-input adaptivity, gaining the strengths of both the offline profiling
(def-pdj) and the runtime adaptation (dyn-trial).

Given that the baseline is a highly tuned commercial compiler and the speedups come from a
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fully automatic process, the results demonstrate the usefulness of seminal behaviors and the promise
of proactive dynamic optimizations.
As a side note, the results illustrate the imperfectness of the compiler implementation. On some
programs (e.g., h264ref), sometimes the ideal case is worse than the default or other cases. This
imperfectness is no surprise given the complexity and the use of heuristics in compiler implementation.
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Figure 2.6: Speedup ranges from offline profile-feedback-driven compilation (def-pd/), dynamic version
selection based on runtime trials (dyn-trial), seminal-behavior-based version selection (dyn-sem), and the
compilation driven by ideal profiles (ideal). The baseline is the performance by IBM XL compiler at the
highest optimization level.

The majority of the overhead of our technique is on the training process, including the identification of seminal behaviors and the construction of predictive models. But since the training happens
offline, the overhead is not critical. The prediction of a behavior using the predictive models takes
little time, as it only requires the computation of a linear expression and possibly several conditional
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checks (for regression trees). In our experiments, the prediction of the 7,615 loops of gee takes the
longest time, but still finishes within 11 milliseconds.

2.5 Summary
Many studies have shown the important influence of program inputs on program behaviors, but
this chapter, for the first time, offers a systematic exploration on how to automatically exploit inputs for program optimizations. It describes a three-layer pyramid and presents a set of techniques
for each layer to cultivate the paradigm of input-centric program behavior analysis and optimizations. The techniques together make dynamic optimizations proactive and holistic, eliminating
some drawbacks of existing dynamic optimizations. The results on both Java and C/C++ applications demonstrate the effectiveness of the new paradigm in advancing the current state of program
optimizations.
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Chapter 3

Transparent Input-Centric Optimization
Paradigm
The previous section demonstrates the importance of program inputs for program dynamic optimization. The developed framework, although sufficing for preliminary explorations, relies on offline training heavily. That reliance significantly limits the applicability of the technique as in many
cases, the offline profiling is either not feasible (e.g. under a time pressure for software release) or
not preferable for extra efforts required.
The goal of the second stage of this dissertation is to make input-centric analysis and optimizations happen transparently across production runs, hence developing a lifelong continuous optimization paradigm with cross-input adaptivity. Figure 3.1 is a conceptual graph for outlining the
optimization paradigm that works over a runtime program optimizer (e.g., JIT in a NM). In this
paradigm, a production run of a program belongs to one of three stages, corresponding to the three
squares. The first stage is input characterization, which produces a vector that captures the key
features of the program's inputs. The second stage constructs a predictive model/(), which maps
the values of the features of an input to the appropriate optimization decisions. We name the model
input-opt model. All future runs will be optimized with the assistance of the input-opt model: As
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soon as the values of the features of an input become known, the runtime optimizer may optimize
the program by resorting to the prediction of the input-opt model. The optimization exploits the
knowledge extracted from history runs, and meanwhile, is customized to the current input. After
each optimized run, some feedback information (collected with negligible overhead) is sent back to
an idle-time analyzer (running at machine idle time or on a separate idle machine) to refine the input
characterization and model construction to further enhance the optimizations to future executions.

3.1 Introduction
Dynamic program optimizations play a central role for enhancing the performance of applications
in managed programming languages (e.g., Java and C#) [8], as well as scripting languages (e.g.,
Javascript) [30]. Even though remarkable progresses have been achieved, most existing dynamic
optimizations have not systematically exploited an important factor: program inputs.
Program inputs refer to all the data that are accessed but not generated by the program, including command-line options, content of input files, and so on. Many studies have reported the
importance of program inputs in determining program behaviors and hence appropriate optimization decisions [41, 49]. The strong correlation suggests the potential of using program inputs as
hints to predict large-scoped behaviors of a program and hence assist dynamic optimizations. Chapter 2 show that the hints from program inputs may help make dynamic optimizations more proactive
(e.g., optimizing a method appropriately before any of its invocations) and long-sighted (i.e., optimizing for the efficiency of the entire execution rather than a small interval), leading to significant
speedups. For instance, Chapter 2 have shown 10-29% speedup for a set of Java programs and .513% for a number of C programs when inputs are considered in program dynamic optimizations, Li
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and others have observed 44% performance potential for sorting library construction when certain
attributes of input data sets are used [49].
However, program inputs are often complex-a plausible reason for the lack of exploitation of
inputs in existing dynamic optimizations. An input file, for instance, may have various syntactic
structures and semantics (e.g., a tree, a graph, a video, a document, or a program). To exploit
inputs for optimizations, it is necessary to obtain a clean structure that captures the important input
features and is amenable to automatic processing. But the complexity of inputs makes this task
extremely challenging. Chapter 2 and some prior studies have proposed the use of annotations [52]
or offline profiling-based solutions [41]. But both put extra burdens on programmers. In addition,
the annotation approach requires extensive knowledge of the programmers on both the application
and its interactions with the underlying execution stack, while the offline solutions demand a large
number of representative inputs and many offline profiling runs with detailed code instrumentation.
These limitations impair the adoption of these solutions in practice.
This chapter is one step towards addressing this open question. It examines the basic feasibility
of transparent integration of input-consciousness into dynamic program optimizations, particularly
in managed execution environments (e.g., Java Virtual Machines) equipped with Just-In-Time compilers (JIT). It uses transparent, continuous learning across production runs as the basic vehicle,
proposes several techniques to address some key challenges for the transparent integration, and
investigates the implications of cross-run learning on each main component of transparent inputcentric dynamic optimizations.
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3.1.1

Overview of Transparent Input-Centric Optimization

As Chapter 2 describes, transparent input-centric dynamic optimization mainly consists of three
components: input characterization, input-behavior modeling, and input-based adaptive optimizations. Input characterization identifies features of program inputs that are important for optimizations. Input-opt modeling constructs predictive models, which maps the values of the features of
an input to the appropriate optimization decisions for the corresponding execution. We name the
models input-opt models. These two components provide the foundation for the final component,
input-based adaptive optimizations, which feeds the values of input features of the current run into
the constructed input-opt models to guide the dynamic optimizations for the present run.
In Chapter 2, most parts of transparent input centric optimizations, except the third component,
happen in an offline training process, requiring the application developers to conduct a large number
of offline-profiling runs with detailed instrumentation and data collection.
The solution investigated in this chapter tries to integrate all components into a continuous
learning process that happens across production runs. It is fully automatic, imposing no special
requirement on either application developers or users.
As Figure 3.1 illustrates, in this paradigm, all three components of transparent input-centric
dynamic optimizations mingle into a continuously evolving process. A production run may benefit
from the current results of input characterization and input-opt modeling when dynamic optimizers
use them to help optimize the current execution. On the other hand, after each production run,
new observations are added into the database, which is used periodically (during the idle time of a
machine) to refine the input characterization and input-opt models to better serve future runs.
This cross-run learning scheme circumvents the needs for offline profiling, and hence overcomes
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Figure 3.1: A high-level view of transparent input-centric optimization paradigm.

the limitations of prior solutions. But for the scheme to work effectively, several new challenges
must be addressed for each of the three components.
The challenges to input characterization are the most difficult of all. Due to the complexity
of inputs, the only existing solution for automatic input characterization is the seminal-behavior
identification approach, proposed by Jiang and others [41]. It however requires the collection of

many runtime behaviors of a large number of runs through detailed instrumentation, which is unaffordable for production runs. Runtime sampling is a natural direction. However, how to achieve
large coverage quickly without disturbing performance of production runs is a challenge, especially
for seminal-behavior identification because 1) it is based on statistical correlation analysis, the data
required by which is usually tremendous; 2) dynamic instrumentation is necessary, which complicates overhead control as both the inserted instructions and the instrumentation process itself cause
overhead.
In this chapter, I propose randomized inspection-instrumentation to solve the problem. The solu48

tion is based on a cross-user sampling scheme [50]-that is, accumulating data sampled from many
users' executions-with two extensions. Its inspection-instrumentation mechanism helps control
instrumentation-incurred overhead. Its randomization feature accelerates the coverage of the data
collection by randomizing the coverage of the samples among users. Section 3.2.2 describes these
two techniques.
The data collected through the lightweight profiling tend to be sparse, causing difficulty for
the prior approach, seminal-behavior identification, to effectively characterize program inputs. We
solve the problem by developing a sparsity-tolerant algorithm, which capitalizes on the partial overlaps of the data from different runs to incrementally propagate the extracted knowledge on program
inputs. Section 3.2.3 presents the algorithm.
The challenges to the other components of transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations
mainly come from the continuous evolvement of input features and input-opt models, a phenomenon
that exists in no prior offline-based scheme. The issue is how to exert the full power of the incrementally enhanced predictive models without risking much the negative effects of prediction errors.
Sections 3.3 and 3.3.3 describe our solution to this issue. It uses self-assessment and selective
prediction to control the risks of wrong predictions. By maintaining a confidence value, it prevents
immature uses of input-opt models without being too conservative, coordinates the different components of transparent input-centric optimizations, and ensembles them into a concerted continuous
optimization system to proceed transparently and profitably.
Experiments based on a NM, namely Jikes RVM [8], demonstrate that the proposed techniques
are effective in addressing some major obstacles for transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations. On the Java benchmarks evaluated, the proposed techniques outperform their executions on
the default Jikes RVM and the previous input-oblivious approach substantially (Section 3.5).
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We stress that creating a complete transparent input-centric dynamic optimizer that is ready to
deploy in practice is not the goal of this current work. To reach that goal, there are many other
obstacles (e.g., differences in platforms and software versions as detailed in Section 3.4) to conquer,
which require many efforts from the community that are probably far beyond what can fit into a
single paper. The contributions of this dissertation are at the proposal of solutions to some of the
key obstacles, and the demonstration ·of the feasibility of the desired scheme in some basic setting.
In summary, this chapter makes four main contributions.
• As the first exploration towards transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations, it reveals
the main challenges and demonstrates the feasibility of the paradigm in some basic settings.
• It proposes randomized inspection-instrumentation to overcome difficulties for data collection
for automatic input characterization over production runs.
• It develops a sparsity-tolerant algorithm to enable input characterization over data collected
across production runs.
• It proposes a continuous learning framework that enables incremental evolvement of inputcentric dynamic optimizations with risks tightly controlled.
The rest of this chapter is organized around the challenges each of the three key components of
transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations has to meet so that the entire integration of inputconsciousness can occur transparently over production runs. But first, we give a brief description of
the underlying platform we use as it is closely relevant to the remaining discussions.
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3.1.2 Platform: Jikes RVM
We use Jikes RVM [8], an open-source JVM originally from IBM, as our main platform for its
representativeness as a dynamic optimization system. We briefly describe some of its features that
are closely relevant to the following sections.
Jikes RVM uses method-level JIT compilation. Like most existing dynamic optimization systerns, the optimizer in Jikes RVM is reactive: During an execution, it observes the behaviors of the
application through sampling, whereby, it determines the importance of each Java method in the
application, and invokes the nT compiler to (re)optimize the method accordingly. As compilation
incurs runtime overhead, the nT offers four compilation levels. The high-level optimizations (more
sophisticated and hence taking more time) are supposed to be used only for important Java methods,
and low-level optimizations for the others.
opt-level

=argmax (Benefit(i) - Cost(i)).
iE{0,1,2}

Benefit(i) =Truture *(1 - 1/speedup(i)).
Cost(i)

=compileSpeed(i) * method_size.

Figure 3.2: The default cost-benefit model (with simplification for illustration purpose) in Jikes RVM for
determining the optimization level for a Java method. (Tfuture: the estimated time the method is expected to
take (if not optimized) in the rest of the current execution. speedup( i): the expected speedup of the method
after being optimized at level i. campileSpeed(i): the compilation speed at level i.)

During an execution, the default Jikes RVM uses a cost-benefit model to determine whether a
method should be recompiled at a higher optimization level. As shown in Figure 3.2, in the costbenefit model, the cost is the time needed to compile the Java method, estimated from the size of
the method and some predetermined compilation speeds at various compilation levels. This cost
calculation is directly used in the inspection-instrumentation scheme described in the next section.
The benefit is estimated as the expected time savings in the rest of the execution because of this
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recompilation. In Jikes RVM, there are some predetermined constants that represent the average
speedup each optimization level produces [8].
The parameter Ttuture in the benefit formula means the time that the method is expected to take
in the rest of the current execution. Jikes RVM assumes that Ttuture equals the time this method

has already taken. As a consequence, in one run, a method may be recompiled several times at
increasing optimizing levels, as Jikes RVM realizes the importance of the method gradually.

3.2 Transparent Input Characterization
Among the many challenges for transparently integrating input-consciousness into dynamic optimizations, the most difficult ones reside in the first component, input characterization.
The main goal of input characterization is to reduce the raw program inputs to a set of features.
These features critically determine the behaviors of the program that are essential to its performance.
The difficulty comes from the complexities in program inputs. An application may allow hundreds of options; those options may overshadow each other; input files may contain millions of data
elements, organized in complex structures and representing various semantics (e.g., trees, graphs,
videos).
Our solution is based on a recently proposed concept, program seminal behaviors. We first
briefly review the concept and then describe our techniques for transparently characterizing program
inputs over production runs.
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3.2.1 Review on Program Seminal Behaviors
The concept of program seminal behaviors is proposed by Jiang and others [41]. It comes from the
strong statistical correlations among program behaviors. For example, two loops in a program have
iterations (15, 41, 52, 89, 101), and (69, 173, 217, 365, 413) in five runs respectively. Statistical
analysis can easily determine that the trip-counts (i.e., the numbers of iterations) of these two loops
have a linear relation as C2 = 4

* Ct + 9, where, Ct and C2 are the trip-counts of the two loops.

Jiang and others have shown that such statistical correlations widely exist both among loop tripcounts and from loop trip-counts to other types of behaviors, including function invocations, data
values, and so on.
Based on those observations, they developed an automatic approach to recognizing a small set of
behaviors in a program, named a seminal behavior set. These behaviors have two properties. First,
they have strong statistical correlations with many other behaviors in the program so that knowing
their values would lead to accurate prediction of the values of other behaviors. Second, the values of
those behaviors become known in an early stage in a typical execution of the program. The seminal
behavior set of a SPEC CPU2006 program mcf, for example, is composed of 10 behaviors: the
trip-counts of five of its loops, the values of four of its variables whose values come directly from
command line arguments or input files, and its input file size. In all measured runs, the values of
most of these seminal behaviors become known during the first 10% portion of an execution.
Recall that the essence of transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations is to use program inputs as the hints to predict the behaviors of the program and guide the optimizations. The properties
of seminal behaviors suggest that they can play the same role that program inputs play in the optimization paradigm. A seminal behavior set can be hence viewed as one form of characterization of
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program inputs.

The previously proposed approach to recognizing seminal behaviors includes a profiling step
and an analysis step. The profiling step collects the values of some candidate behaviors (e.g. all
loop trip-counts) by running the program-which has been instrumented in detail-on many different inputs. The analysis step greedily classifies the behaviors into some affinity lists. Let S be the
set of all candidate behaviors. In each iteration of the analysis step, one behavior b is taken out of

S. Using the data collected in the profiling step, the algorithm finds all behaviors in S that strongly
correlate with b, extracts them out of S, and puts them into a newly created list (called an affinity
list); b is called the head of the affinity list. This process repeats until Sis empty. The union of the
heads of all affinity lists is taken as the seminal behavior set.

Although the approach has shown effective for program behavior prediction and optimizations [41], its design fails to meet the needs of transparent input characterization. There are two major hurdles. First, as a statistical approach, the method requires tremendous data collected through
detailed instrumentation, which is apparently unaffordable for production runs. Second, the algorithm for seminal behavior identification works for large, dense profiling results. But data collected
through production runs tend to be sparse. How to recognize seminal behaviors over sparse data
remains unclear. The following two sub-sections present our solutions to each of them.

3.2.2 Randomized Inspection-Instrumentation for Data Collection
There have been much work on lightweight runtime profiling [14, 18,37,42]. In this chapter, we use
cross-user sampling [50] as the underlying vehicle for its strength in quickly accumulating a large
set of samples. The basic idea of cross-user sampling is simple. In each run of a given program,
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the JIT instruments a small portion of the program and record the profiling results. The sampled
information from different runs and by different users (e.g., all the customers of a software) of the
program are accumulated together to form one data set.
Initially, applying cross-user sampling to input characterization appears to be a straightforward
process. But when we take into consideration the distinctive properties of input characterization, it
turned out to be a challenging task.
The special difficulties exist in two aspects. First, as the data to collect are for thorough statistical correlation analysis, the required instrumentations are intensive. For instance, one type of data
needed is the trip-count of every loop, attaining which often requires the insertion of counter update
instructions that needs to be executed in every iteration of the loop. Second, the instrumentation
must happen on the fly. Most previous designs of cross-user sampling [50] are for static instrumentation, which inserts some monitoring instructions into the software before the deployment of the
software. But our problem requires instrumentation to adapt to each run because of our focus on
the influence of program inputs. As a consequence, the overhead of the sampling comes not only
from the execution of the instrumented instructions, but also from the instrumentation process itself,
making it more difficult than before to control the total overhead to a given limit-a requirement
critical for production runs.
This sub-section describes two techniques,
inspection-instrumentation and randomization, designed to address these difficulties.

Behaviors to Profile

Before looking at the solutions, we first explain the behaviors needed to

profile. Following prior observations [41], we focus on two kinds of program behaviors, from
which, seminal behaviors will be recognized later through statistical correlation analysis.
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The first kind of behaviors is interface behaviors. (Please note that the name has nothing to do
with Java Interfaces.) They consist of the values obtained directly from program inputs-such as the
values of command-line options and values from file reading operations. We ignore a file operation
that falls in a loop, the trip-count of which is either large or unknown during compile time. Such
an operation tends to be accessing some massive data set, the values of which may not influence
the coarse-grained behaviors much, but may significantly inflate the candidate behavior set and
c::omplicate the recognition of seminal behaviors. Interface behaviors have two appealing properties:
They usually correlate with program inputs strongly; they tend to reside in the initialization part of
a program, and hence their values often become known in the early stage of an execution-an
important property for the uses of the predictive models built later on (Section 3.3.2).
The second kind of behaviors are the trip-counts of all the loops in the program thanks to the
importance of loops and their strong correlations with other program behaviors [41].

3.2.2.1

Overhead Control through Inspection-Instrumentation

Collection of interface behaviors (that are not loop trip-counts) requires only the recording of some
variable values, incurring negligible overhead. The focus of overhead control is on the collection of
loop trip-counts.
Before describing the overhead control strategy, we first explain the source of overhead. There
are two sources of overhead for collecting loop trip-counts.
• The first is compilation overhead. It relates to the way JIT works. We use Jikes RVM for
explanation; many other managed environments have similar schemes. By default, the J1T
in Jikes RVM compiles a Java method using a basic compiler when encountering the method
for the first time. The compilation is essentially a simple byte code translation with little
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data or control flow analysis. Later recompilations are through an optimizing compiler. Only
compilation by the optimizing compiler (at levels 0, 1, or 2) exposes loop structures. Our
loop instrumentation is implemented in the optimizing compiler. So in order to collect loop
information, the selected Java method is compiled by the optimizing compiler (at level 0)
rather than by the basic compiler when it is loaded for the first time. Because compilations
happen during runtime, the extra time incurred by the optimizing compilation over that by the
default basic compilation is the first source of overhead.
• The second source is execution overhead. To get the trip-count of a loop, the compiler inserts
a counter-increase instruction into the loop body. Executions of these instructions happen in
every loop iteration, forming the second source of overhead.
Without a careful control, the two kinds of overhead may cause unacceptable slowdown to the
program executions.
Our solution is a guarded adaptive scheme for instrumentation, named inspection-instrumentation.
The basic idea is simple: If we can estimate the overhead of an instrumentation, we would be able
to control the amount of instrumentations so that the total overhead is within an acceptable limit.
But because the inspection and selective instrumentation both have to happen over production runs,
they must be carefully designed to work hand-in-hand over the often incomplete view exposed by
production runs on program behaviors.
The designed inspection and instrumentation mingle together through all production runs. But
for clarity of explanation, we describe them separately as follows.

Inspection

The purpose of inspection is to estimate the compilation and execution overhead that

an instrumentation may incur.
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1) Compilation Overhead. Compilation overhead mainly relates with the size of a Java method.
Typically, a JIT is able to estimate the time needed to compile a method at each optimizing level. For
instance, there is a table in the default Jikes RVM that lists the compilation speeds of the JIT at various compilation levels (Section 3.1.2). So with the size of a Java method revealed, the compilation
overhead can be easily estimated from the compilation speeds.
The size of a Java method is obtained incrementally across runs. In each run, as the JIT compiles
a Java method, it gets the size of the method for free. It records the size into a database if it is not
there yet. The first-time runs by all the users (likely on many different inputs) typically give a good
coverage of all the Java methods in the program. If a later run encounters some new methods, these
methods are excluded from instrumentation in that run. Their size will be added to the database for
guiding the instrumentations in future runs. The recording of a method size happens once per Java
method, incurring negligible overhead.
2) Execution Overhead. The estimation of execution overhead is based on the following assumption:

After a loop is instrumented, it becomes

1/S

or less slower than its default run, where

S is the size of the loop body in terms of the number of instructions.

This assumption comes from the fact that the instrumentation inserts only one counter increase
instruction into the loop body. We acknowledge that the assumption may not hold in certain cases
(e.g., with early returns). But most other parts of the overhead estimation algorithm are conservative.
Overall, the assumption causes no noticeable effects as experiments show (Section 3.5).
Estimation of execution overhead takes place during the compilation of a Java method by the
optimizing compiler. The compiler lists the loops in an ascendingly ordered sequence based on their
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body size. For a nested loop. the size of the outer loop does not include the inner loops. Let Li be
the ith loop in that ordered sequence (i = 1, 2, · · · , M). with M for the total number of loops in the
sequence. The overhead estimation mainly uses the following proposition:

Proposition 3.1 For any given i, when all loops, Lj (i

<=

j

<=

M), are instrumented, their

incurred execution overhead (normalized by the execution time of the program's default run) is no
more than 1/size(Li)· (size(Li) is the numberofinstructions in Li.)

To see the correctness, one needs to notice that because of our assumption described two
paragraphs earlier, after the instrumentation, the total execution time of the program becomes
T' =Trest+ L_j=i,-.. ,MTL3

* (1 + 1/size(Lj)), where, Trest is the time the non-loop parts of

the program take in the default run of the program, and TLi is the time loop Lj takes in the default
run of the program with the time spent in its inner loops excluded. Because size(Lj)
(i

>= size(Li)

<= j <= M), we have
T'

<=Trest+ (1 + 1/size(Li)) Lj=i, ... ,M TLi
<= (1 + 1/ size(Li)) (Trest + Lj=i,··· ,M TLi)
= (1 + 1/size(Li))Tdef,

where T def is the execution time of the program in its default run. The correctness of the proposition
follows.

Instrumentation

Aided by the inspection component, the algorithm of instrumentation ensures

that the ratio between the estimated total overhead and the default running time does not exceed a
predefined threshold, H (a small number between 0 and I; 2% in our experiments).
Figure 3.3 outlines the algorithm. For simplicity of explanation, first assume that the default
execution time of the current run, T de/• is known beforehand.
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static int totalCost=O;
Procedure methodProcess (Method;){
i f (Cj == null) {
recordSize (Methodj);
defaultCompile (Methodj);

}
else
if (totalCost + Cj > H* T)
defaultCompile (Methodj)i
else{
totalCost += C;;
compileWithinstrument (Methodj);

}

}
Procedure compileWithinstrument (Methodjl{
optCompile (Method;);
LoopList = sortLoops (Method;); //from small to large
instruB = false;
foreach e in LoopList{
if (instruB) instrument (e);
else if (totalCost/T + 1/e.size <H){
instruB = true;
instrument (e);

}

}
}
Figure 3.3: The online algorithm for guarded adaptive instrumentation.

The runtime system (NM) uses a variable totalCost to track the total estimated overhead
(normalized by the default execution time) that may be incurred by instrumentations that have been
done in the current run. Its value is zero at the beginning of an execution. The instrumentation
algorithm consists of three steps:
Step 1) When a method, MJ, is loaded, the JIT checks whether its size has been recorded (by

the inspection in previous runs). If not, the method will be excluded from the instrumentation, and
compiled in the default way. Otherwise, this method may need to be instrumented; the algorithm
proceeds to the second step.
Step 2) Recall that instrumentation can only happen through optimizing compilation. In this
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step, the JIT computes the overhead (Ci) that may be incurred by compiling Mi with the optimizing compiler. By comparing (totalCost

+ Cj/Tdef)

against H, it determines whether using the

optimizing compiler to compile this method is affordable. If not, the method is compiled in the
default way with no instrumentation. Otherwise, tries to instrument Mj by following the next step.

Step 3) The JIT increases totalCost by Cj/Tdef• and does the optimizing compilation, during
which, it tries to instrument the loops in the method selectively as follows. It examines the loops
in the method in an ascending order of their body size. Its examination stops when it encounters a
loop, denoted as L, that meets the condition

(1/size(L)

+ totalCost) <H.

(3.1)

From Proposition 3.1, we know that the instrumentation of loop L and all loops that are larger
than it incurs no more overhead (normalized by Tdef) than 1/size(L). Therefore, meeting condition 3.1 means that all these loops can be instrumented without incurring too much overhead. The
JIT increases totalCost by 1/size(L), and then instruments all these loops. The program execution

continues.

In the above description, we assume that T def is known. It is rarely true in reality. To circumvent
the problem, we instead use the approximated shortest execution time, Tshort· of the program.
The approximation of Tshort is over the first-time runs of all users. The NM records the execution times of those runs (likely on various inputs). The idle-time analyzer computes the mean (m)
and standard deviation((/) of those times. The value m-3d is taken forTshort· Using m-3d rather
than the minimum of all run times is to avoid the noise from abnormal executions of the program;
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it is a standard way in statistics for outliers filtering (including the use of "3") [35].
As typically Tshort

<=

Tdef· that replacement only inflates the estimated overhead, hence

adding no risks but extra conservativeness to the selective instrumentation.

Coverage Maximization through Randomization

A factor critically determining the coverage

of the lightweight profiling is the time when the instrumentation algorithm starts to run in an execution. For instance, if it always starts at the beginning of an execution, due to the limited affordability,
only the methods invoked early in the executions would get a chance to be instrumented.
To help achieve a large coverage quickly, we design a randomized scheme. For each copy of a
Java application (likely owned by different users), the NM maintains a variable, insStart, which
determines the time when the instrumentation algorithm starts to run.
After the first execution of the application, the JVM assigns a random value to ins Start. The
value is an integer between zero and N (the number of methods in the program). In an execution
of the program (except the first-time run), the instrumentation algorithm starts after the number of
methods that have been loaded equals insStart. After each run, the value of ins Start is updated
to (ins Start+ m )%N, where m is the number of methods getting instrumented in the just-finished
run. If no methods were instrumented (e.g., when ins Start is greater than the number of methods
loaded), m is set to be l to encourage the continuation of the instrumentation in the next run.
The randomization of the initial value of insStart helps to diversify the instrumentation coverage of the executions by different users. Meanwhile, the regular updates to ins Start within the
executions by the same user ensure a systematic coverage of the entire program among the executions by that user.
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3.2.3 Correlation Propagation for Seminal Behavior Recognition over Sparse Data
Based on the data accumulated through cross-user sampling, the idle-time analyzer tries to identify
seminal behaviors. Recall that the goal is to find a small set of behaviors that strongly correlate with
other behaviors by processing the collected data set.
A special complexity imposed by the transparent data collection is that the collected data set
tends to be sparse because of the low tolerance of overhead by production runs. The sparsity complicates the correlation analysis. For example, as Figure 3.4 illustrates, Loop1 and Loop2 are never
sampled in one common run. So even if the trip-counts of the two loops actually correlate with each
other strongly, a direct correlation calculation on their sampled trip-counts cannot uncover that.

run1 rum run3 run_. runs run6 rum runs
l00p1
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X

X

X
X
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X
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of the difficulty for seminal behavior recognition caused by data sparsity.

We circumvent the difficulty by exploiting the transitivity of correlations. The basic observation
is that if event A has strong statistical correlation with event B and event B strongly correlates with
event C, event A and event C tend to correlate. For the example in Figure 3.4, as the samples of
Loop3 overlap with those of both Loop 1 and LooP2, we can use the overlapped runs to compute the
correlation between Loop3 and Loop1. and the correlation between Loop3 and LooP2. If the two
correlations are both high, it can be inferred that Loop1 and LooP2 have strong correlations as well.
Figure 3.5 outlines our algorithm for identifying seminal behaviors. The algorithm iteratively
partitions all sampled loops into a number of families. The loops in a family have strong correlations
with one another in terms of trip-counts. During this process, the algorithm examines every pair of
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IIIB:

the interface behavior set
a predefined correlation threshold
Procedure SemRec( l{
semBeh = {};
LoopFam = buildLoopFam( );
foreach f in LoopFam {
l = getRepresentive (f);
c = calCor (1, IB);

llllc:

if

(c< llc)

{

s = getEarliest (f);
semBeh = semBeh U s;

}
}
}
Procedure buildLoopFam <>{
loopList = sortLoops (); II based on ID
foreach h in loopList {
loopList = loopList - it;
for each G in loopList {
c = calCor <l1, l2) ;
i f (c > He> {
f = getFamily (l 1 ); II create one if none
addToFam (l2, f);

}
}
}
}
Figure 3.5: Algorithm for seminal behavior recognition.

· loops in order of loop ID. For each pair, it feeds the data collected from their overlapped runs to a
correlation analyzer (a component of the idle-time analyzer). If the analyzer regards that the loops
have strong correlations (either linear or non-linear), the loop with the larger ID is added to the
family to which the loop with the smaller ID belongs. A new family is created if there is no such
family.
After the loops are partitioned into families, the next step is to determine the seminal behaviors.
This step starts with the interface behaviors, which are put into seminal behavior set by default.
Recall that interface behaviors are typically cold behaviors and are collected in every run. The
entire set of interface behaviors is regarded as one predictor. The algorithm examines the correlation
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between this predictor and one representative loop in each family. The representative is selected to
be the loop that has the largest samples in the family for the stableness of the correlation analysis
results. When a strong correlation is found, the whole family of loops are removed from further
considerations as they are predictable from the current seminal behavior set. If the correlation is
low or uncomputable (when there are too few overlapped runs), the earliest loop of that family is
taken as a new seminal behavior and added into the seminal behavior set.
We elaborate on two details. First, the earliness of a loop is defined as the earliest time that
its trip-counts is known. We make changes to the JIT so that the instrumentation inserts a load
and store bytecode before and after each sampled loop to record how much time (in timerTicks in
Jikes RVM) has passed since the start of the program. The earliness of a loop is computed as the
average earliness of all samples of the loop in all runs. Selecting the earliest loop from a family
as a seminal behavior helps the early use of the to-be-built input-opt models (see Section 3.3.2).
Second, the correlation analyzer is a statistical tool we have developed. It consists of standard
statistical functions for correlation analysis: Least Median of Squares (LMS) regression for linear
regression, Regression Trees for non-linear regression, step-wise function and principal component
analysis (PCA) for feature selection. They are similar to the analyzer in previous work [41]. Details
are elided.
The technique designed in this chapter for seminal behavior identification shares certain commonality with the prior technique [41] in that both are based on statistical correlation analysis.
However, there are two important differences. First, the previous technique works on dense data
sets rather than sparse data sets. Second, the previous work builds affinity lists in a greedy manner. It cannot exploit the correlation transitivity and hence is not amenable to sparse data sets. For
instance, for the example in Figure 3.4, the prior technique fails in recognizing the correlations
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between Loop1 and Loop2.
In the implementation of the algorithms, we use 0.8 as the value for the threshold He to judge
whether a correlation is high enough. It is the same as the threshold value used in the previous
work, easing the comparison between the two techniques (in Section 3.5). The complexity of the
algorithm is O(N2), where N is the number of loops in the program. As this step happens during
idle time of a machine, the complexity is typically tolerable.

3.3

Input-Opt Modeling and Adaptive Dynamic Optimizations

This section briefly discusses some issues the cross-run learning paradigm brings to the other two
components of of transparent transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations. Although these issues are not as difficult as those discussed in the previous section, appropriate treatment to them
is no less important for the transparent transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations to work
effectively.

3.3.1

Input-Opt Modeling

Recall that the objective of input-opt modeling is to build up a predictive model mapping from the
values of input features (i.e., seminal behaviors) to the appropriate optimization decisions (e.g., appropriate unrolling levels for a loop, suitable optimizing levels for a method, etc.) for an execution.
The mapping can be represented as Btarget = f(Bsem). with Btarget for the value of a prediction
target, Bsem for the values of seminal behaviors, and

/0

for the predictive models. The goal of

input-opt modeling is to determine f().
Chapter 2 has treated this problem as a statistical learning problem .. The solution is to collect a
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data set consisting of the values of Btarget and Bsem in many runs of a program on different inputs,
and then apply a statistical learning tool to the data set to compute f

().

The paradigm of learning across production runs imposes new implications to input-opt modeling in two aspects.

Data Collection

The first array of implications relate with the collection of the data sets (Btarget

and B sem). The seminal behavior set (Bsem) consists of mostly interface behaviors (which are usually outside hot code regions) and a small number of loop trip-counts. The overhead for collecting
those behaviors is typically negligible.
Collection of target behaviors (Btarget) is more complex; the overhead depends on what the
target optimizations are. We categorize various optimizations into three classes.

• Class 1) For some optimizations, the default runtime environment eventually exposes the
appropriate decisions. An example is the appropriate level for optimizing a Java method.
Even though the default Jikes RVM cannot determine the appropriate level for a method
during an execution because it does not know how much time that method takes in the entire
execution, it can do so at the end of the execution. So, the final optimizing level the NM
decides on a method is usually the appropriate level for the entire run. For this class of
optimizations, the collection of Btarget is simple, just recording the final decisions at the end
of an execution. As the overhead occurs only after the execution, it is typically negligible.

• Class 2) For some optimizations, the default runtime environment does not directly expose the
appropriate decisions, but can produce such decisions as long as some necessary information
is provided. One example is function inlining. The inlining decisions made by Jikes RVM
during an execution may be inappropriate due to the lack of information. However, Jikes
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RVM contains a model that produces the appropriate inlining decisions as soon as the hotness
of all methods and their sizes are provided. Often, the information needed is recorded through
the execution by default; the method hotness in Jikes RVM is such an example. If not. the
behaviors have to be collected using the overhead-controlled sampling scheme as described
in the previous section.

• Class 3) There are some other optimizations, the appropriate decisions of which are hard
to model, and are often better to resort to empirical cross-trial comparisons. An example is
the best unrolling levels of a loop. As the trials may negatively affect the production run
performance, the number of trial runs must be minimized. For some target optimizations,
the trials of different decisions can happen in one execution, such as loop unrolling for a
loop that is invoked many times in a run. For others, the trials of different decisions may
need to happen on different runs of the program. An example is the selection of the garbage
collection that best fits an execution [53, 69]. In this case, the comparison of the quality of the
different decisions is tricky. If the trials happen on the same inputs, the comparison is simple.
But because the trials are on production runs, the same inputs may not be seen until many
runs later (or ever). Fortunately, from seminal behaviors values, one can infer the similarity
or relations among different inputs, and hence make approximated comparison. Detailed
explorations are out of the scope of this dissertation.

Model Self-Assessment and Evolvement The second fold of implications are on model construction. Because now training data come incrementally across runs, it becomes especially important to
track the quality of the current models so that wrong predictions can be prevented from hurting the
optimizations.
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We use ten-fold cross-validation [35] to compute the confidence of each constructed model.
Ten-fold cross-validation is a standard statistical approach. It uses nine tenth of all training data for
model construction and the rest for testing. This process repeats for ten times. A standard statistical
analysis is then applied to the testing results to derive a confidence value for that model.
Meanwhile, the model construction step records the boundaries of the part of the input feature
space that has been covered by the training data. Prediction inside these regions is typically safer
than outside. The usage of the boundaries is seen in the next section.
As more runs finish, more data are collected. With the input-opt models reconstructed periodically using the updated data set, the confidence levels and covered regions boundaries are updated
accordingly. The self-assessment process happens in the idle-time analyzer and do not interfere
with the production executions.

3.3.2 Adaptive Dynamic Optimizations
The third component of transparent input-centric optimizations is to employ the constructed inputopt models to guide runtime optimizers. During runtime, as soon as the seminal behaviors values
become known, the runtime environment invokes the already constructed input-opt models to attain
the appropriate optimization decisions and use them for runtime optimizations.
As an implication from the paradigm of learning across production runs, the usage of the models
must be select as the model quality takes some runs to enhance. The confidence levels and region
boundaries described in the previous sub-section come at handy. The principle is that the runtime
environment uses a model only if the seminal behavior values of the current run falls into the covered region and at the same time, the confidence of the model is high enough (over 70% in our
experiments).
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3.3.3

A Concerted Assembly That Evolves Continuously

Another implication from the new paradigm is that unlike the prior offline schemes, the three components now must happen throughout the entire life time of an application. It is important to assemble them together into a concert to work synergistically.
As Figure 3.1 shows, a continuous learning framework unifies the three components together.
Although all three components remain active through the life time of an application, the degrees of
their activeness differ in different stages of the life time.
The initial certain number of runs of a program are purely dedicated to the first component for
identification of the seminal behaviors. The second and third components do not need to be invoked
as the seminal behaviors set is not available yet.
The criterion we use for the initial activation of the second component is as follows. Let ni,j be
the number of runs during which both loop i and j are sampled. Let fi be the average of all ni,j. The
value of fi reflects the density of the accumulated data set. When it exceeds a predefined threshold
(e.g., 3 in our experiments), the second component, input-opt modeling, gets activated. All the runs
before the reaching of the predefined threshold form the initial stage of the optimization paradigm.
In every following run, the runtime optimizer tries to use the current input-opt model for optimizations. After every such run, the collected seminal behaviors and the observed learning target
(e.g., method optimization levels) are put into the local database. Periodically, the local databases
of different users are accumulated together (e.g., into a remote server), upon which, the idle-time
analyzer refines the seminal behavior set and the input-opt models. So over time, the seminal behavior set may become smaller (as more correlations among seminal behaviors are discovered), the
input-opt model may become more accurate, and the program is likely to run faster.
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3.4 Other Complexities
The previous sections have described our solutions to some core obstacles. This section lists some
other complexities related with practical deployment of the optimization paradigm. Resolving these
complexities is beyond the scope of this dissertation. We list them, hoping that they may trigger
some research interest of the community so that the new optimization paradigm can be practically
materialized in the near future.

Data Communication and Profile Management

Conceptually, the idle-time analyzer resides in

a machine that connects with all the users of a target software. All the sampled data of that software
are sent to this central machine peri?<fically (when the local machine is idle) from all users for the
analyzer to process. The processing results, including the IDs of the recognized seminal behaviors
and the input-opt models, are sent back to all the users for helping their respective runtime optimizers (e.g., a NM) to optimize the future executions of the software. As neither the samples nor
the models are large, the amount of data transfer should be modest, unless the customer base is
massive. The frequency of the communication can be configured to strike a good tradeoff between
the timeliness of the model update and the communication cost. The concrete design of the communication system and the efficient way to manage profiles on the servers may depend on the scale
of the problem, the frequencies of required updates, and so on.

Differences In Platfonns and Libraries The second complexity for real-world deployment of
the paradigm is the differences among platforms and software copies. Two users may happen to run
a program on two different architecture or libraries; the data collected may have to be reconciled.
Studies (e.g. [89]) in matching profiles across platforms may be helpful. Another possible solution
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is to concentrate on behaviors that are largely platform-independent (e.g. method calling frequency)
during input-opt modeling. Prediction from such models may still be useful as the runtime optimizer
has the knowledge of the specific platform, and hence may translate the predicted program-level
behaviors into platform-specific optimization decisions.

Software Update The third complexity comes from software update. Software update may cause
changes to the behaviors of the program, hence invalidating some results learned so far. But on the
other hand, an update to a software rarely changes the program entirely. It is worth exploring how
the continuous learning framework can adapt to the changes smoothly, without discarding the entire
profile database and starting from scratch. Some techniques (e.g., code matching) in software test
prioritization (e.g. [74]) may be helpful to solve this problem.

Server Applications and Program Phases The inputs to a server application typically come
continuously through an entire execution. The transparent input-centric continuous optimizations
may need to happen at the arrival of each input. Similarly, for a program with phase shifts, the
integration of the phase knowledge into the paradigm may be necessary.

3.5 Evaluation
Our evaluation focuses on the effectiveness of the techniques for overhead control, and the feasibility and potential of the transparent transparent input-centric paradigm for dynamic optimizations in
some basic settings. Specifically, we aim at answering three-fold questions:
1) Control of Overhead. Can the runtime data collection quickly collect many samples without

causing too much interference to production runs?
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2) Potentia/for Optimizations. How effective is the paradigm in characterizing program inputs

and exerting the power of input-consciousness? Can the paradigm continuously enhance program
performance? Is the enhancement significant?
3) Prevention of Risks. How effective is the selective prediction in preventing wrong predictions

from hurting program performance?

3.5.1 Methodology
Platform

Our implementation is on Jikes RVM (v. 3.1), which has been briefly described in

Section 3.1.2. All experiments happen on machines equipped with Intel Xeon E5310 processors
that run Linux 2.6.22; the heap size ("-Xmx") is 512MB for all.

Benchmarks

A special obstacle for our experiments is in finding benchmark suites. Because

of the focus on input influence, we require many

differ~nt

inputs per benchmark. However, most

existing benchmark suites come with no more than three inputs.
A Java benchmark suite that comes with many inputs is the one developed in Chapter 2 on
offline input characterization. The suite contains 10 Java programs selected based on the criterion
that extra inputs for these benchmarks are relatively easier to collect than for other benchmarks in
the original suites, and meanwhile, the benchmark comes with source code as it is necessary for the
previous analysis. Despite the previous efforts, some of the programs in the suite (e.g., Search) still
have only a small number of inputs. We include them for completeness.
In addition to including the benchmarks in the previous chapter, we also add some other complex
Java programs from the Dacapo (2006) benchmark suite. For each of the added benchmark, we try to
collect extra inputs that are typical in the normal executions of the benchmarks. More specifically,
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we collect or derive the inputs by searching the real uses of the corresponding applications, and
reading the source code of the programs and example inputs. For the usage of the benchmarks to
be close to that of real applications, some programs (e.g., Mtrt, Eclipse) are modified to reactivate
some of their command-line options that were disabled by the benchmark suite interface. Table 3.1
lists all the benchmarks used. These benchmarks cover a variety of domains, from utility tools to
compiler tools to computational applications.

Table 3.1: Benchmarks and Their Properties
Code #Inputs #Runs in Sampled loops
per run(%)
init stage
lines
compression tool
927
20
618
6.7
database tool
1028
54
80
18
multithreaded ray tracer tool
3842
100
1161
4.2
computational fluid dynamics
17.4
20
55
1179
molecular dynamics simulation
21
20
38
583
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Monte Carlo simulation
11.1
21
204
Alpha-Beta pruned search
106
20
712
9
30 ray tracer
16.7
21
1224
83
parser generator
1270
4.8
32263
175
bytecode-level optimization
1815
3.9
100
73563
multi-language IDE
1856
1.5
1903219
80
print formatter
88846
70
943
3.4
SQL relational database engine
1146
2.9
151915
75
python interpreter in Java
91982
1258
1.9
60
3.2
text indexing tool
8570
50
645
text search tool
12709
63
1630
1.8
Java source code analyzer
1051
4.3
49331
53
transform XML documents
3.1
924
243516
60

Program Description
CompressJ

obi
Mtrti

EulerY
Mo1Dyn9
MonteCarlo9
SearchY
RayTracerY
Antlrd
Bloar:l
Eclipsed
Fopd
Hsqldb d
Jython d
Luindex d
Lusearch d
Pmdd
Xalan d

..

J. Jvm98 [3], d. dacapo [13]; g: grande [2]

Table 3.2 lists the number of inputs used for each benchmark in the 2nd column. The inputs
exhibit large variations, reflected by the large differences in the corresponding running times shown
in the 3th and 4th columns of the table. To further examine the input sensitivity among different
inputs, we run the 18 Java benchmarks on all the inputs using Jikes RVM 3.1.0 (enabling option
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enable...advice_generation=true) and collect all the advice files. The advice files contain all the
method optimization levels generated by the adaptive optimization system in Jikes RVM using a
cost-benefit model [10]. In each advice file, the optimization levels indicate the hotness of all the
methods that have been executed in that run, which intuitively show a holistic view of method level
program behaviors. The 5th Column in Table 3.2 reports the total number of methods executed for
each Java benchmark. Column 6 to Column 10 show a detailed breakdown of the methods based
on their optimization levels. Column 6 reports the percentage of the methods whose optimization
levels change across different program inputs. Column 7 reports the percentage of methods whose
optimization levels are always -1 across all inputs. Similarly the 8th to the 1Oth column report the
percentage of methods whose optimization levels are always 0, 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 3.2: Benchmarks and Variances of Their Inputs
Program #Inputs Running time (s) #Methods
Methods with Opt Level (%)
Min
Max
nonConst
-1
0
1
2
CompressJ
9.33
20 0.94
160
6.25 91.88 1.88
0
0
Dbi
98.16
29.81 69.23
54 0.59
104
0
0 0.96
Mtrti
100 0.26
6.37
581
18.07 81.93
0
0
0
Euler9
7.79
117
0
20 0.93
58.97 41.03
0
0
MolDynY
20 0.11
144
29.17 70.83
0
0
63.05
0
MonteCarloY
21 9.07
15.81
232
51.29 46.55
0 2.16
0
SearchY
210.36
2.74
0
0.27
383
7.18
92.55
9
0
RayTracerY
21
3.1
236.57
32.54 66.67
0 0.79
0
126
41.70 58.09 0.14 0.07
3.865
Antlrd
175 0.266
1403
0
Bloatd
100 0.08
41.46
1984
26.31 73.59 0.10
0
0
Eclipsed
86.648
12284
72.44 27.55 0.01
0
0
80 0.572
Fopd
2.039
70 0.385
4218
59.98 40.02
0
0
0
Hsqldb d
8.888
75 0.455
60.77 39.23
0
0
0
1731
Jython d
34.02
83.25 16.75 0.01
0
0
13202
60 0.594
Luindex d
0
7.299
50 0.363
1070
53.55 46.45
0
0
Lusearch d
1.443
57.16 42.84
0
0
0
887
63 0.482
Pmdd
4.475
59.03 40.97
53 0.323
3471
0
0
0
Xalan d
0
5.723
57.79 42.21
0
0
2966
60 0.229

..

J: Jvm98 [3]; d. dacapo [13]; g: grande [2]
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For the Java benchmarks that have fewer methods, it's feasible to show a complete picture of
the method optimization levels using a checkerboard graph. For example, Figure 3.6 shows the
checkerboard graph of method optimization levels for euler, raytracer and montecarlo. The color
of a rectangle in the checkerboard graph represents the optimization level of a method (X-axis) when
the program runs with a program input (Y-axis). Each rectangle can have one of five colors. White
color indicates that this method is not executed in that run. Grey color represents that a method has
an optimization level -1 in that run. Blue color corresponds to method optimization level 0. Green
and red color correspond to method optimization levels 1 and 2 respectively. The checkerboard
graph of the three Java programs exhibit a broad range of diversities for different program inputs.
Overall, Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6 show that most of the programs exhibit a considerable degree of
input sensitivity.

Experimental Setting

We use a controlled environment for experiments. It helps us concentrate

on the main goal of the evaluation (i.e., the questions listed at the beginning of this section), without
getting distracted by the complexities beyond the scope of this dissertation, such as the design of
the distributed communication system, variations in platforms and library versions.
In the controlled setting, there are 100 virtual users, running a benchmark on identical platforms.
Instead of using 100 machines and getting distracted by complexities in data communications, we
put all runs on a single machine. Each time, one virtual user runs the benchmark once, on an
input randomly selected from the input set. The profiles from all runs are accumulated into a single
database.
We acknowledge that the setting has apparent distance from practical settings; but we maintain
that the setting is still usable for answering the three-fold questions in the focus of this study. For
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instance, the overhead incurred by the sampling scheme is about the current execution by the current
user, largely independent of how all users are connected, how profiles are managed, or any other
complexities excluded by the controlled setting; the same for the evaluation of risks prevention.
We acknowledge that the exact benefits from the optimizations may differ from those in real settings. However, the measurement in this controlled setting can still indicate whether the paradigm
is promising in continuously enhancing program performance, and whether this direction is worth
further investigations.

3.5.2 Data Collection Efficiency and Incurred Overhead
This sub-section concentrates on the efficiency of the data collection scheme. Specifically, it examines the effectiveness of the two sampling techniques proposed in this chapter, randomization and
inspection-instrumentation, in helping achieve a large coverage quickly without causing too much
sampling overhead.

Overhead

Among the executions of the continuous optimization paradigm, the initial stage is

subject to the largest risks of exhibiting slowdowns due to the instrumentation for data collection.
Our evaluation of overhead concentrates on that stage.
Because multiple runs of a Java program tend to show considerable variations of running times
even if all those runs are on the same input, we use a statistical approach advocated by some previous
studies [31] to examine the influence of the overhead. For each program, we randomly pick one
input. We run the program on that input for 20 times using the default Jikes RVM, and record the
times. We then

u~e

the same program and input to conduct 20 runs with the randomized sampling

based on the inspection-instrumentation scheme. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of the running
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times in the two scenarios. The times are normalized with the average time of the 20 default runs.
We use the standard statistical hypothesis testing to examine whether a program's performance
in the two scenarios differs significantly. The approach applies T-testing to the time samples to
compute a statistical metric, p-value. The higher the p-value is, the less likely the two kinds of runs
differ significantly in time. A typical statistical practice is to reject the hypothesis that the two differ
significantly if p-value is greater than 0.05 [35]. As shown in the bottom of Figure 3.7, only the
p-values of Euler, Search, and Eclipse are less than 0.05. The average time differences of the three
programs are respectively 0.85%, 0.97%, and 4.7%, confirming that the inspection-instrumentation
scheme effectively limits the overhead of most programs to be negligible.

CoUection Efficiency The second to the rightmost column in Table 3.1 reports the total number
of sampling runs that the initial stage of our continuous optimization paradigm requires before the
second and third components can start. (Recall that the criterion is that on average, a pair of loops
must have been sampled in at least three common runs.) As we have 100 users, on average each
user needs to have 0.38 to 18.56 runs to reach that coverage. As a comparison, if the randomized
scheme is not used and every user's sampling starts from the beginning of the program, based on
the rightmost column in Table 3.1, the estimated number of total runs would be 1.4X to 7.5X more
for them to cover every loop just at least once.
It is worth noting that because of the randomization in our sampling scheme, the average number
of needed runs per user decreases almost linearly as the number of users increases, as Figure 3.8
shows. (For legibility, the figure shows only 5 benchmark curves. The others have the similar
trend.) But the average number remains virtually constant when the randomization scheme is not
used, because no matter how many users there are, the sampling window always moves through the
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entire program gradually and sequentially for every user's executions.

3.5.3 Prediction Accuracy and Performance Enhancement
As Section 3.3.1 describes, the transparent input-centric dynamic optimizations may be applied to
help different classes of optimizations. In this experiment, we take a specific optimization decision
problem as a concrete example to examine the basic effectiveness of the new optimization paradigm.

3.5.3.1 Target for Enhancement
In this example use, the objective is to enhance the compilation strategy in Jikes RVM. In Section 3.1.2, we have mentioned that Jikes RVM realizes the importance of a Java method only gradually after some invocations of the method. The weakness causes two kinds of inefficiency. First,
because the JIT recompiles a method at a higher optimizing level when it sees the increased importance of the method, a method may be recompiled multiple times in one run, causing unnecessarily
large compilation overhead. Second, the highly optimized code is produced late, throttling the
benefits of the optimizations. An extreme case is that many methods that are used heavily in the
initialization stage of an application may get highly optimized at the end of the stage; but after that,
the methods are never invoked again [34].
As many dynamic optimization systems use the similar strategy, this weakness is shared by
almost all of them. Several studies [9, 34, 78] have reported the importance of this weakness. For
instance, Arnold and others [9] have reported over 47% potential speedup when the weakness can
be overcome in ffiM commercial NM, 19. Despite many recent efforts on this issue, the state-ofthe-art solutions require either extensive offline profiling as in Chapter 2 or are subject to inputobliviousness [9].
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3.5.3.2 A Solution from the New Paradigm
In this experiment, we try to apply the transparent transparent input-centric paradigm to overcome

the limitations of existing solutions.
Specifically, we set the appropriate optimization level for each Java method as the prediction
target in the input-opt models. As described earlier, the models are transparently built across production runs of the program. When a Java method is encountered and the values of the seminal
behaviors of the current run are known already, the modified Jikes RVM uses the input-opt models
to predict the best optimization level for the method. If the prediction is confident, the JIT optimizes
the method at that level immediately. Otherwise, the default compilation scheme is applied to the
method.
This approach helps avoid repetitive recompilations of a method. At the same time, as seminal
behaviors typically become known at the early stage of an execution, this approach helps the JIT
produce optimized code early, hence alleviating both kinds of inefficiency of the default strategy. It
overcomes the limitations of prior solutions in Chapter 2 by removing the needs for offline profiling
and enabling input-consciousness.

3.5.3.3 Results
Figure 3.9 reports how the programs performance changes across runs as the knowledge base (i.e.,
the input-opt models) grows incrementally. The X-axis starts with the first run following the finish
of the initial stage of the paradigm. In the experimental setting, the idle-time analyzer refines the
knowledge base after every five runs. For lack of space, it contains only. the figures for the top 12
benchmarks listed in Table 3 .1. The results of the other benchmarks show the similar trend.
The confidence and accuracy curves in each figure show the quality of the constructed input-opt
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models. The Y-axis value of each point on the accuracy curve is the percentage of the Java methods whose appropriate optimization levels are predicted correctly in the corresponding run. Being
correct here means that the predicted optimization level of a method equals the ground truth, which
is obtained through the default Jikes RVM as explained in the "Class 1" bullet in Section 3.3.1.
The confidence value is computed using cross-validation on the existing data base, as described
in Section 3.3.2. The arising trend exhibited by the curves indicates that the continuous learning

framework is able to incrementally increase the quality of the input-opt models. Some runs' prediction accuracies are zero because in those runs, the runtime system finds that their seminal behavior
values fall out of the space that the previous runs have covered. As Section 3.3.2 describes, thanks
to the self-assessment and selective prediction scheme, in such cases, the runtime system does not
do prediction and falls back to the default execution; no performance penalty is incurred. Similar
fallback executions happen for those runs in which the confidence is lower than the threshold (0. 7).
As the model becomes good enough, the JIT starts to use the predicted levels to do optimizations. The resulting speedup starts to show. On different inputs, the speedup differs. Overall, for
most of the programs, significant speedups are exhibited.

Comparisons

Even though the speedup brought by the transparent input-centric optimizations is

quite significant as Figure 3.9 shows, the benefits come from multiple sources. It is unclear how
much benefits the input-consciousness really brings. Will a simple input-oblivious refinement of
the default recompilation scheme be sufficient? And how much benefit of transparent input-centric
optimizations is compromised because of the data loss caused by the cross-run sampling scheme?
To answer the two questions, we compare the speedups brought by our technique with two
other results. One is from the repository-based approach by Arnold and his colleagues (9]. It learns
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from a repository of history runs, but does not tailor optimization strategies to program inputs.
More specifically, it produces an optimization strategy for each method in a program based on
some optimization histograms that are built through history runs of the program. The optimization
strategy contains a number of pairs. Each pair, say

<

k, o >, indicates that the method should be

(re)compiled using level o when the sampler in the RVM encounters the kth samples of the method.
The cross-run learning in the technique ensures that the produced optimization strategy produce the
best average performance for history runs. Prior studies have shown that this scheme enhances the
optimization by Java Virtual Machines (J9) substantially. Despite being a good refinement to the
default recompilation scheme, it is input-oblivious. The comparison with this approach will indicate
the value of being transparent input-centric. The authors of the technique did their implementation
in ffiM J9; we implement their approach on Jikes RVM by following their paper.
The other result to compare with is from the offline profiling approach in Chapter 2. We use
detailed instrumentation to run each program on all its inputs to collect a complete training data
set, then apply the techniques proposed in Chapter 2 to characterize the inputs and build predictive
models for optimization level selection. Mter that, we use the models to help nT in the same
way as in our technique. As the complete data set is used for training, the obtained performance
enhancements are expected to be the upper-bound for our approach. A comparison with these results
will indicate the benefit compromise caused by the lightweight data collection in our approach.
Figure 3.10 shows the minimum, mean, and maximum speedups from the three techniques on
the benchmarks (40 runs per program). The cross-input adaptivity helps our technique to outperform the repository-based approach substantially, accelerating the programs over their default runs
by 7-21% on average. Some of the results, especially those of "repository" results, show less than
1 speedup. Those indicate that some slowdown is caused due to wrong predictions. In most cases,
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the minimum speedups of our approach are higher than those of the "repository" approach, demonstrating that the selective prediction technique helps our technique to avoid negative effects from
prediction errors. The small average distance from the offline profiling-based results indicates that
the automatic components in our technique are able to well exert the potential of the transparent
input-centric continuous optimization paradigm.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we report an investigation in the basic feasibility of transparent integration of
input-consciousness into dynamic program optimizations, particularly in managed execution environments. The underlying vehicle of the new approach is transparent learning across production
runs. After examining the implications of the new paradigm on each main component of transparent
input-centric dynamic optimizations, we propose several techniques to address some key challenges,
including randomized inspection-instrumentation for cross-user data collection, a sparsity-tolerant
algorithm for input characterization, and selective prediction for efficiency protection. Together,
these techniques make it possible to automatically recognize the relations between the inputs to a
program and the appropriate ways to optimize it. The new approach eliminates the needs for offline
profiling or programmers' annotations, overcoming some limitations of prior solutions. Meanwhile,
the paper points out some complexities that require further explorations. Experiments in a JVM
demonstrate the feasibility and potential benefits of the new optimization paradigm in some basic
settings.
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Figure 3.6: The checkerboard graph of method optimization levels across different program inputs.
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Chapter4

Optimal Job Co-scheduling on CMP
The previous chapters focus on program optimizations and performance improvement at program
level. This chapter wants to address the new challenges in performance improvement on job
scheduling in modern Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) architectures. It gives a study on optimally coscheduling jobs of different lengths on Chip Multiprocessors.
Cache sharing in Chip Multiprocessors brings cache contention among corunning processes,
which often causes considerable degradation of program performance and system fairness. Recent
studies have seen the effectiveness of job co-scheduling in alleviating the contention. But finding
optimal schedules is challenging. Previous explorations tackle the problem under highly constrained
settings. In this chapter, we show that relaxing those constraints, particularly the assumptions on job
lengths and reschedulings, increases the complexity of the problem significantly. Subsequently, we
propose a series of algorithms to compute or approximate the optimal schedules in the more general
setting.
Specifically, we propose an A *-based approach to accelerating the search for optimal schedules
by as much as several orders of magnitude. For large problems, we design and evaluate two approximation algorithms, A*-cluster and local-matching algorithms, to effectively approximate the
optimal schedules with good accuracy and high scalability. This study contributes better under-
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standing to the optimal co-scheduling problem, facilitates the evaluation of co-scheduling systems,
and offers insights and techniques for the development of practical co-scheduling algorithms.

4.1

Introduction

With the popular adoption of Chip Multiprocessors (CMP) and Simultaneous Multithreading (SMf)
in modem processors, it is typical for multiple computing units to share a single cache and other
resources. The sharing, although helpful for the reduction of inter-thread latency, often causes resource contention among co-runners (referring to the processes or threads running together with
some on-chip resources shared with one another), resulting in considerable degradation in program
performance and system fairness [17,26,28,36,62, 76]. As processor-level parallelism grows continuously, the problem becomes increasingly important.
In recent studies, researchers have demonstrated the promise of job co-scheduling in alleviating the problem of contention. Job co-scheduling capitalizes on the differences among jobs. By
cleverly assigning compatible jobs to cores (or hyperthreads), researchers have seen considerable
improvement in computing efficiency [26, 70,87], fairness [71], and performance isolation [28].
However, most previous studies have concentrated on the empirical aspect of the problem: How
to conduct runtime explorations to heuristically infer the goodness of different co-run schedules and
select a good one. Although such explorations are critical for producing practical co-scheduling
systems, they are not enough for the assessment of the potential of co-scheduling-that is, the
benefits an optimal schedule can bring.
Finding optimal schedules is important for two reasons. First, it enables a more thorough
evaluation of co-scheduling systems than before. The baseline of most evaluations of current
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co-schedulitig systems is just random schedulers. But in the design of a practical co-scheduling
system, it is important to know the room left for improvement-that is, the distance from the optimal solution-to determine the efforts needed for further enhancement and the tradeoff between
scheduling efficiency and quality. Without finding an optimal co-schedule, such an assessment is
impossible to do. Second, although optimal co-scheduling algorithms may not be efficient enough
for direct deployment in production uses, they can help understand the computational complexity of the co-scheduling problem, and offer insights to the enhancement of practical co-scheduling
systems.
Unfortunately, the current exploration of optimal
co-scheduling is still preliminary. A recent study [40] has started to tackle this problem, but in a
highly constrained setting, where all jobs are of the same length and no reschedulings are allowed.
The two conditions make the problem tractable, but meanwhile, cause a significant departure from
real scenarios.
The goal of this chapter is to uncover the complexity of, and develop scalable solutions to, the
optimal co-scheduling problem in a more general setting, where jobs may have different lengths
and can be rescheduled multiple times. The complexity of the problem increases significantly as
the schedule space in this setting is exponentially larger than that in the special case. The schedules
produced by the previously developed optimal co-scheduling algorithms [40] lose the optimality in
this more general setting (showed in Section 4.5.1.)
This chapter presents our two-fold attack to the optimal co-scheduling problem. First, we formulate optimal co-scheduling as a tree-search problem and develop an A*-search-based algorithm
to determine optimal co-schedules for small problems, with orders of magnitude less overhead than
a brute-force approach. A* search [63] is a technique stemming from artificial intelligence. Its
90

appeals include the guarantee of the optimality of both the search result and the search efficiency.
One of its key components is a cost estimation function, which determines the effectiveness of the
algorithm in pruning the search space. In this chapter, we formulate the cost function as a linear
programming problem, which helps the co-scheduling algorithm outperform a brute-force approach
by 5 orders of magnitude in efficiency, with an exactly optimal solution produced. We are not aware
of any previous A *-search-based algorithms for job co-scheduling.
SecoD:d, we develop two approximation algorithms and examine their scalabilities and effectiveness in co-scheduling large problems. The A *-search-based algorithm mentioned in the previous
paragraph is hard to be applied to large problems due to memory requirement. But with the insights
shed from it, we design two approximation algorithms, namely A *-cluster and local-matching algorithms. The A *-cluster algorithm integrates online adaptive clustering into the A *-search-based
approach to trade accuracy for scalability. The local-matching algorithm, driven by local optimum,
applies graph theory at every scheduling time to find the schedule that best fits the remaining jobs
without future rescheduling considered. Experiments on Intel quad-core and hyperthreading machines show that both algorithms produce near-optimal results, significantly outperforming random
schedules. The local-matching algorithm, in particular, consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art
co-scheduling algorithms [40], and meanwhile, shows excellent scalability.
The two-fold explorations in this work contribute better· understandings to the optimal coscheduling problem. The proposed A *-search-based algorithm and the local-matching algorithm
offer useful tools for computing (or approximating) optimal co-schedules. They not only enable
the assessment of the potential of practical co-scheduling algorithms, but also shed insights to the
development of future practical co-schedulers on CMP and SMT systems.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 4.2 defines the problem setting. Section 4.3 analyzes the
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complexity of the optimal co-scheduling problem and presents the A* search based approach. Section 4.4 presents two approximation algorithms for solving large problems. Section 4.5 reports
the experimental results. Section 4.6 discusses the limitations of this work and future extensions.
Section 4.7 reviews the related work, followed by a short summary.

4.2 Problem Setting and Notations
4.2.1

Concept of Co-Run Degradation

On a CMP system, a process often runs slower when there are other corunning processes that compete with it for shared resources, such as on-chip cache or bus. This degradation is called co-run
degradation, defined as the difference between its corun time and its single-run time, denoted as

(cT- sT) (c for corun, s for single-run.) The co-run degradation rate is defined as

. . cCPii- sCPii
corun degradation rate of JOb 1. =
sCPii
,
where cC P Ii and sC P Ii are the numbers of cycles per instruction (CPI) when job i has or has no
cache sharers (i.e., jobs co-running on the same cache) respectively; c stands for co-run and s stands
for single-run.
In opti,nal co-scheduling, the degradation of every possible co-run and the length of the single

run of each job are known beforehand. They may be obtained by offline profiling runs. Recall that
the direct goal of optimal co-scheduling is to find the upper limit of co-scheduling for facilitating
the evaluation of practical co-scheduling systems, rather than to produce a co-scheduler directly
applicable in real runtime systems. Therefore, offline profiling-adopted in this work-is usually
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affordable. (But the trial of all possible co-schedules is typically infeasible because of the exponential increase of the co-scheduling space.)
It is worth noting that many recent studies have attempted to approximate single-run and co-run
information through either runtime analysis [28,43,61, 70] or statistical models [17, 75]. Combined
with those techniques, efficient optimal co-scheduling algorithms may show the promise of practical
applicability (even though practical applicability is not the main goal of this research.) Detailed
studies are out of the scope of this chapter.

4.2.2

Optimal Co-Scheduling Problem Tackled in this Work

The problem this work attempts to solve is defined as follows. There are N processes to be assigned
toM cores, and N = M

1,

one process per core at each time. Every K (a factor of N) cores reside

on a chip, sharing a cache. Let I be the number of chips, so I= N / K. The processes may finish at
different times, therefore, reassignments may be necessary. There are various goal functions in job
co-scheduling. In this work, the goal is to find a schedule that minimizes the total completion time
of all jobs 2 , as expressed as
N

arg min
' cT.·t (S) I
s "
~
i=l

where, cTi(S) is the time job i takes to finish in a co-scheduleS.
To avoid distractions from other complexities, we make the following assumptions. First, the
performance of the processes on a chip is independent on how the other jobs are assigned on other
chips. Second, all processes start at the same time running till their finish and there are no phase
1

The techniques in this chapter are applicable to the cases when N < Mas well; one can simply consider that there
are M - N processes that consume no resource at all.
2
It is assumed that the clock starts at time 0 for all jobs no matter whether they are actually running.
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changes in a process. Third, as there are no phase changes, we assume that rescheduling occurs only
when one process terminates, and process migration has negligible overhead. These assumptions
keep the fundamental challenges of the general co-scheduling problem (Section 4.6 discusses them
further.) The techniques developed under these assumptions lay the necessary foundations for the
more general cases.
In the following description, we call each scheduling or rescheduling point as a scheduling
stage. So, N jobs have at most N scheduling stages. If all degradations are non-negative (which is
typical), the scheduling can stop at stage N - I because the remaining I jobs can run alone with no
degradations. We use an assignment to refer to a group of K jobs that are to run on the same chip.
We use a sub-schedule to refer to a set of assignments that cover all the unfinished jobs and have
no overlap with each other. We use a schedule for the set of all sub-schedules that are used from
the start to the end of the executions of all processes. A schedule is a solution to the co-scheduling
problem.

4.3 A*-Search for Co-Scheduling
In this section, we first examine the co-schedule space, revealing the challenges in finding optimal

co-schedules. Then we present an A *-search-based approach to pruning the space and finding
optimal co-schedules efficiently.

4.3.1

Co-Schedule Space

The optimal co-scheduling problem tackled in this work can be formulated as a tree-search problem
as Figure 4.1 illustrates. For N jobs, there are at most N scheduling stages; each corresponds to
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a time point when one job finishes since the last stage. Each node in the tree, except the starting
node, represents a sub-schedule of the remaining jobs. The nodes at a stage, say stage i, correspond
· to all possible sub-schedules for N - i

+ 1 remaining jobs.

There is a cost associated with each

edge, equal to the total execution time spent between two stages by all jobs. Let n2 represent a
child of node n1. Given the state at n1. we assign the remaining jobs according to the sub-schedule
contained in n2; lett be the time required for the first remaining job to finish; the cost on the edge
from n 1 to n2 is t

* m, where m is the number of jobs that are alive during that period of time.

The goal of optimal co-scheduling is to find a path from the starting node to any leaf node so
that the sum of the costs of all the edges on the path is minimum. As a comparison, the previously
explored co-scheduling problem [40] contains only the starting node and the first stage in the tree
(without rescheduling), the search space of which contains n =

rr!~l (N]i::1- 1) nodes. Whereas,

the search space in the problem tackled in this work is exponentially larger with O(nN) nodes
contained.
stage I: co-sched. N jobs
stage 2: co-sched. N-1 jobs

d'... ~

stage N: co-sched. 1 job

~
{\. {~
c! ...
...

/}

~

c!---~

Figure 4.1: The search tree of optimal job co-scheduling with rescheduling allowed at the end of a job. Each
node in the tree, except the starting node, represents a sub-schedule of the remaining jobs.

The significantly increased complexity makes previous approaches difficult to apply. As an
example, Jiang et al. have used perfect matching on a fully connected graph to formulate the optimal
co-scheduling [40]. That model, however, captures no influence from the difference among program
lengths and rescheduling.
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4.3.1.1

A"' Search Algorithm

In this work, we treat the optimal co-scheduling problem as a tree-search problem, and apply A*-

search algorithm to determine optimal co-schedules efficiently.
A* search is an appealing algorithm stemming from artificial intelligence [63]. It is designed
for fast graph search. Under certain conditions, A* search guarantees the optimality of the solution,
and meanwhile, effectively avoids the visit to some portion of the search space that are impossible to
contain the optimal solutions. In fact, it has been proved that A* search is optimally efficient for any
given heuristic function. That is, no other optimal algorithm is guaranteed to expand fewer nodes
than A*, for a given heuristic function [63]. Its completeness, optimality, and optimal efficiency are
the major reasons for us to choose A* search for the acceleration of the search for optimal schedules.
We use Figure 4.1 to explain the basic algorithm of A*. Each edge in the graph has a cost. The
problem is to find the cheapest route in terms of the total cost from the starting node to the goal
node. In A* search, each node, say node n, has two functions, denoted as g(n) and h(n). Function

g(n) is the cost to reach node n from the starting node. Function h(n) is the estimated cost of the
cheapest path from n to the goal. Therefore, the sum of g(n) and h(n), denoted as l(n), is the
estimated cost of the cheapest route that goes from the start to the goal and passes through n.
A* search has a priority list, which initially contains only the starting node. Each time, A* .
search removes the top-that is, the node with the highest priority-from the priority list, and
expands that node. After an expansion, it computes the l(n) values of all the newly generated
nodes, and put them into the priority list. The priority is proportional to

1/l(n).

The expansion

continues until the top of the list is a goal node, which implies that its cost is no greater than the

1(n)

of any other nodes in the list. The use of I (n) is the key for A* search to prune the search
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space effectively. Figure 4.2 shows the algorithm of A* search.

I* start node contains all jobs to be scheduled *I
Procedure As tar () {
priarityList = { start } ;
while priarityList . no tEmpt y ( ) {
x = priarityList. top Item () ;
ff (x.unfinishedJobs == 0)
return x; II the solution route can be
II traced from x
priarityList. remove (x);
while (y = x. nextSubSchedule () ) ! = null {
y. g_score
x. g_score + totalTime..between (x, y);
y. h_score = estimatedTime_to_finishAlLfrom (y);
y.Lscore = y.g_score + y.h_score;
priarityList. insert (y) ; } }

}

Figure 4.2: A* search for optimal schedules.

A good definition of function h(n) is critical for the solution's optimality and the algorithm's
efficiency. There are two important properties of A*:

• A* is optimal if h(n) is an admissible heuristic-that is, h(n) must never overestimate the
cost to reach the goal3 •
• The closer h( n) is from the real lowest cost, the more effective A* search is in pruning the
search space.

Therefore, the key in applying A*-search is to develop a good definition of the function h(n).
Next, we describe how linear programming can be used to form a suitable definition of the function,
and how A *-search is used in job co-scheduling.
3

We assume that the search scheme is a tree-search. There are some subtle complexities for other schemes of
search [63].
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4.3.1.2

A •-Search-Based Job Co-Scheduling Algorithm

To use A* search in job co-scheduling, the key problem is to define the two functions, g( n) and

h(n). The definition of function g( n) is simple, just the total cost from the start to node n.
The definition of h(n) is more interesting. When all corun degradations are non-negative, a
simple definition is the sum of the single-run times of all the unfinished parts of the remaining jobs.
This definition is legal as h(n) must be no more than the real cost. But for efficiency, we need more
sophisticated definition to make h( n) closer to the real lowest cost.

Definition of h(n) through Linear Programming

A more sophisticated definition of h(n) is

through the form of linear programming. Suppose at node n there remain U unfinished jobs. We
define h(n) = T 8

+ Td.

T 8 is the time the U jobs need to finish their remaining parts if they each

run alone. Td is the estimated minimum of the total degradation that the U jobs have during their
execution from node n to any child of n.
In this section, we concentrate on the common case when all degradation rates are non-negative.
In this case, when U is not greater than the number of chips I, Td is clearly 0 (no degradations as
each chip has only one or no jobs.) Our following discussion is focused on the scenario where

U>l.
Consider a sub-schedule represented by one of the children nodes of n. The degradation of all U
jobs in the sub-schedule equals the sum of the degradations on all chips. The minimum degradation
on one chip with b jobs can be estimated as follows. Let Tmin(n) represent the minimum of the
single-run times of the unfinished part of all the remaining U jobs. Notice that the time lasting from
n to any of its children must be no less than Tmin(n) because of corun degradations. Let

Tbmin

be

the minimum of the degradation rates of all jobs when a job coruns with b - 1 other jobs. It is
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clear that the degradation on the chip must be no less than b * Tbm;n

* Tmin(n)• which is taken as the

estimation of the minimum degradation of the chip. Therefore, the lower bound of the degradation
of a sub-schedule j is dj =

E[=l bi * Tb;min

* Tmin(n);

bi

refers to the number of jobs assigned to

chip i in the sub-schedule.
The value of Td should be the minimum of dj of all sub-schedules of node n. To determine the
sub-schedule that has the smallest dj. we need to find the values of bi so that
T min(n) is minimized under the constraint that

E bi =

U.

E[= 1 bi * Tb;min *

This analysis leads to the integer linear

programming shown in Figure 4.3. By relaxing the constraint on

Xi

to 0

~ Xi ~

1, the problem

becomes a linear programming problem, which can be solved efficiently using existing tools [1].
Definitions: (details at Page 3 bottom section)
U: number of unfinished jobs,
I: number of chips,
K: cores per chip, I< U:::; I* K,
r.,min:
minimum degradation rate,
Tmin(n):
m~n~mum single run time.
x· _ { 1 : the ith core has a job assigned
•0 : otherwise
The number of jobs on the c-th chip:

m(c) =
Objective function:
I

min

L m(c) *

Tm(c)m;n

* Tmin(n)·

c=l

Linear constraint:

Figure 4.3: Integer linear programming for computing Td, the lower bound of degradation.

As a special case, when K = 2, the solution to the integer linear programming is equivalent to
the following simple formula:
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Td

= 2 * (U- I)* T2min * Tmin(n).

(4.1)

The rationale behind the formula is that in any sub-schedule of this scenario, there must be at
least (U- I) chips that have a pair of the unfinished jobs assigned. Otherwise, some chips must
have more than 2 jobs assigned, which is not allowed in the problem setting (Section 4.2.) The
application of the definition of Td to such a sub-schedule leads to Equation 4.1.
With the definitions of the two functions, g(n) and h(n), we implement the A*-search-based
optimal co-scheduling algorithm. Experiments, reported in Section 4.5, verify the optimality of the
schedules produced by the algorithm.

4.4 Approximation of Optimal Schedules for Large Problems
One typical drawback of A *-search-based algorithms is the high requirement of memory space. The
reason is that the algorithm requires to keep all open nodes (i.e. the nodes that still have unexpanded
children nodes) into the priority list. As the problem size increases, the number of open nodes may
become too large to fit into the memory.
In this section, we describe two approximation algorithms for solving the optimal co-scheduling
problem in a scalable manner. One algorithm, the A*-cluster algorithm, comes from the insights
shed by the A *-search-based algorithm; the other algorithm, the local-matching algorithm, is a
generalized version of graph-matching-based co-scheduling algorithms.
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4.4.1

A*-Cluster Algorithm

The first algorithm, A *-cluster, combines A* algorithm with clustering techniques. Through clustering, the algorithm controls the number of rescheduling stages by rescheduling only when a cluster
of jobs finish. Also through clustering, the algorithm avoids the generation of sub-schedules that
are similar to one another. Together the two features reduce the time complexity of the problem
significantly.
One option to cluster jobs is to group them based on their single-run times. However, jobs with
similar single-run times may need very different times to finish in co-run scenarios. Our solution is
an online adaptive strategy.
The integration of clustering into A* search is implemented inside procedure nextSubSchedule()
(invoked in the middle of procedure Astar()) as shown in Figure 4.4. The A* algorithm uses this
procedure to generate a child of the current node in the search tree. Suppose the current node
is not the starting node. At the first invocation of procedure nextSubSchedule() by this node, the
procedure computes the state of the job set when the first cluster of the unfinished jobs complete
under the current sub-schedule (to reduce the number of scheduling stages), and then regroups
the other jobs into certain clusters. Based on the clustering results, during the generation of children
nodes, each time the procedure nextVeryNewSubSchedule returns a sub-schedule that is substantially
different from the already generated sub-schedules (to reduce the number of nodes at a stage.) A
sub-schedule is substantially different from another one if they are not equivalent when we regard
all jobs in a cluster as the same. As an example, suppose 4 jobs fall into 2 clusters as {{ 1 2}, {3
4}}. The sub-schedule (1 3) (2 4) is regarded as equivalent to (1 4) (2 3), but different from (1 2)
(3 4) (each pair of the parentheses contains a corun group.) Finding those novel sub-schedules only
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needs to solve a first-order linear equation system. The unknowns are the numbers of instances of
different mixing patterns of clusters; they must be non-negative. Each equation corresponds to one
job cluster: on the left side is the sum of the number of the jobs falling into that cluster in each
mixing pattern. on the right side is the total number of jobs belonging to that cluster. Each solution
of the equation system corresponds to one novel sub-schedule. Details are skipped for lack of space.
The two reduction strategies decrease the search space significantly. The first strategy reduces
the height of the search tree. while the second strategy reduces the width. They reduce the number of
nodes at a stage from factorial.

nl,~ 1 (N;f!!1- 1). to polynomial. O(n'Y) ('Y =

C + (CK- C)/ K!).

for given C and K values (Cis the number of clusters.)

f* Jobs contains unfinished jobs; *I
I* isFirstinvoke is 1 initially. *I
Procedure nextSubSchedule () {
K (isFirstinvoke) {
foreach job in jobs
estimate_timeToFinish (job);
if (this!= start) {
Cl = getEarliestCluster (Jobs);
I* update to the state when Cl finishes *I
Jobs = Jobs - Cl;
update_timeToFinish (Jobs);

}
Cs = ReCluster (Jobs);
isFirstinvoke=O;

}
I* get a substantially new sub-schedule *I
nextVeryNewSubSchedule(Jobs, Cs);

}
Figure 4.4: Integration of clustering into A* search algorithm for approximation of optimal co-scheduling.

The clustering in our implementation is based on the time needed for a job to finish under the
current sub-schedule. (For the starting node. we use single-run times.) The times are estimated by
the single run time and corun degradation rates of each job. Machine learning researchers have pro-
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posed many clustering techniques, such asK-means, hierarchical clustering [35]. In our problem,
the data are one dimensional and we do not know the number of clusters beforehand. So, we use
a simple distance-based clustering approach. Given a sequence of data, we first sort the data in an
ascending order. Then, we compute the differences between every two adjacent data items in the
sorted sequence. Large differences are considered as indiction to cluster boundaries. A difference
is regarded as large enough if its value is greater than m

+ 8, where, m

is the mean value of the

differences in the sequence and 8 is the standard deviation of the differences. An example is as
follows.

32 35
51 53 56
times to finish: 10 15 18
differences : 5 3
14
3 16 2 3
job clusters: (j(==~=~Jt)
(.i_=~P
("~~=~~~::~}{)
mean difference= 6.5;

std.= 5.9

The time complexity of the clustering algorithm is 0( J), where J is the number of remaining jobs.

4.4.2 Local-Matching Algorithm
For even higher efficiency, we design a second approximation algorithm, which explores only one
path from the root to the goal in Figure 4.1. At each scheduling point, it selects the schedule that
minimizes the total running time of the remaining part of the unfinished jobs under the assumption
that no reschedules would happen. The assumption leads to local optimum at each scheduling stage.
The key component of the algorithm is the procedure to compute the local optimum. The problem is NP-complete when a chip has more than two cores. Previous work has demonstrated the
effectiveness of hierarchical perfect matching in approximating the optimal schedule when the number of jobs equals the number of cores and all jobs are of the same length [40]. In this current work,
we relax those two conditions to make the algorithm more generally applicable.
Our explanation of the algorithm starts with a simple case, to co-schedule N jobs on a system
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of perfect-matching-based co-scheduling algorithms.

with I dual-core chips and N =I* 2 (the number of jobs equals the number of cores.) On such a
system, the local optimal co-scheduling problem can be modeled in a degradation graph, illustrated
in Figure 4.5 (a). Every vertex represents a job. Unlike the previous exploration [40], in this work,
the weight on each edge equals the sum of the times required for the remaining parts of the two
jobs represented by the two vertices to finish if they corun on a chip. The optimal co-scheduling
thus becomes a minimum-weight perfect matching problem. A perfect matching in a graph is a
subset of edges that cover all vertices, but no two edges share a common vertex. A minimum-

weight perfect matching problem is to find a perfect matching that has the minimum sum of edge
weights in a graph. Clearly, a valid job schedule must be a perfect matching in the graph, and a
minimum-weight perfect matching must minimize the total time for remaining jobs to finish. Hence
a minimum-weight perfect matching must correspond to an optimal schedule of the remaining jobs
when there is no rescheduling on those jobs.
The minimum-weight perfect matching problem can be solved by the polynomial-time blossom
algorithm proposed by Edmonds [25]. In job co-scheduling context, the time complexity of the
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algorithm is O(N4 ) (N is the number of jobs.)
On systems with more than two cores per chip, the optimal co-scheduling becomes NP-complete (40].
Hierarchical perfect matching approximates the optimal schedule· by applying minimum-weight
perfect matching iteratively. Figure 4.5 (b) illustrates the basic idea. Given I K-core chips (still
assuming N = I

* K), the algorithm first treats each chip as K 12 dual-core virtual chips, and the

on-chip cache is evenly partitioned into K 12 portions with every dual-core sharing one portion. By
applying the minimum-weight perfect matching algorithm, we can find the assignment of jobs to
those virtual chips, which partitions the job set into N 12 pairs. Next, by treating one pair as one
scheduling unit, in the similar manner, we couple the pairs into N I 4 pairs of pairs, or in another
word, N I 4 4-member job groups. This process continues until the size of job group becomes K,
when the schedule finishes. Each K -member group is one assignment in a final sub-schedule.
The hierarchical matching algorithm, although invoking the minimum-weight perfect matching
algorithm logK times, has the same time complexity as 0 ( N 4 ), thanks to that the number of vertices
in the degradation graphs decreases exponentially.
In the above description, we assume that the number of remaining jobs equals the number of
cores in the computing system. This assumption is needed for perfect matching algorithm to work.
However, it does not hold in this work when some jobs complete early. We take a simple strategy
to handle this case: treat the jobs that have finished as pseudo-jobs, which exist but consume no
computing resource. Therefore, if the co-runners of a job are all pseudo-jobs, that job has no
performance degradation at all._ As the pseudo-jobs have to be scheduled every time, this strategy
introduces some redundant computation. However, it provides an easy way to generalize the perfect
matching algorithm by keeping the number of jobs always equal to the number of cores.
It is easy to see that the time complexity of the local-matching algorithm, in both dual-core and
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larger systems, is O(N5 ): The co-scheduling algorithm on a stage has complexity of O(N 4 ), and
there are N stages.

AppHcation in SMT Co-ScheduHng Although the description of the three co-scheduling algorithms assumes that the co-scheduling is on different cores in a CMP system, all those algorithms
are applicable to SMT co-scheduling as well. The only change is that the co-run degradations are of
jobs that run together on multiple hyperthreads that reside on the same processing unit, rather than
on multiple cores on the same chip. The next section reports the experimental results on both CMP
and SMT co-scheduling.

4.5 Evaluation
In this section, we first present the evaluation of the scheduling algorithms on a mix of 14 par-

allel and sequential programs, and then show a study of their scalability. We use two kinds of
architecture. For CMP co-scheduling, the machines are equipped with quad-core Intel Xeon 5150
processors running at 2.66 GHz. Each chip has two 4MB L2 cache, each shared by two cores. Every
core has a 32KB ded;icated L1 data cache. For SMT co-scheduling, the machines contain Intel Xeon
5080 processors (two 2MB L2 cache per chip) clocked at 3.73 GHz with Hyper-Threading enabled
(two hyperthreads per computing unit.)
The 14 test programs consist of 2 parallel programs from SPLASH-2 [73] and 12 programs randomly selected from SPEC CPU2000. As we use two threads for each of the two parallel programs,
we have 16 jobs in total. We did not use the programs from the entire benchmark suites because
the large problem size would make it infeasible to compare the scheduling algorithms, especially
with the brute-force search algorithm. We use the two parallel programs (two threads per program)
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to examine the applicability of the co-scheduling algorithms for parallel (in addition to sequential)
applications. Table 4.1 lists the programs with their corun degradation ranges on the Intel Xeon
5150 processors. The big ranges of degradations suggest the potential for co-scheduling.

..

Table 4 1· Benchmarks
corun degrad rate
Benchmark single-run
time (s) min% max% mean%
fmm*
3.67
5.63
0.77 11.28
ocean*
2.13 58.81
19.73
13.52
ammp
21.10
1.66 30.24
12.62
27.78
2.22
2.31 75.42
art
10.90 0.00 38.95
3.31
bzip
4.95
crafty
6.75
0.07 12.33
equake
11.05
6.42 78.00
26.46
11.02
2.90
2.09 34.34
gap
2.19
gzip
14.10 0.00 13.06
mcf
7.86
8.23 125.36
42.37
15.33
0.65 15.15
5.18
mesa
13.51
parser
3.74
1.74 37.75
twolf
5.42
0.00 15.73
5.21
vpr
18.30
4.58
3.31 42.52

* : from SPLASH-2. Others from SPEC CPU2000.
In the collection of co-run degradation rates, we follow Tuck and Tullsen's practice [79], wrapping each program to make it run 10 times consecutively, and only collecting the behavior of co-runs
which are the runs overlapping with other programs.
The exponentially growing co-scheduling space makes it infeasible to determine the optimal
schedule for even 16 jobs through exhaustive search. So, we first use 8 jobs to reveal the detailed
comparisons among the co-scheduling algorithms, verifying the optimality of the solution provided
by the A*-search-based algorithm. We then use all the 16 jobs to examine the performance and
scalability of the two approximation algorithms.
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4.5.1

Comparison to the Optimal

This experiment runs on Intel Xeon 5150 processors. We use the top 6 programs (8 jobs asfmm
and ocean have two threads each) in Table 4.1 to compare the perfonnance of 6 different scheduling algorithms: brute-force, A*, A*-cluster, local-matching, no-reseh, and random schedulers. The
brute-force scheduler conducts an exhaustive search of the entire schedule space to find the best

schedules. The no-resch scheduler implements the optimal co-scheduler proposed in the previous work [40], which considers no job-length differences or possibilities of job rescheduling. The
random scheduler schedules jobs in a random manner, corresponding to the default schedulers in

most existing systems, which are oblivious to on-chip resource sharing. We obtain the random
scheduling results by conducting random scheduling for 100 times and picking the one with median
performance.
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Figure 4.6: Performance degradation rates of 8 jobs co-running on quad-core Intel Xeon 5150 processors.

The results verify the optimality of the scheduling results from the A* scheduler. It produces
the same schedule as the brute-force search scheduler does. Figure 4.6 shows the corun degradation
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rates of the 8 jobs in different schedules. The "optimal" bars represent the results of the brute-force
search and the A* scheduler. The random scheduler causes 8.4% degradation to the total running
time. The schedule by the no-resch scheduler is 2.9% worse than the optimal, confirming that the
scheduling algorithm, although able to produce optimal schedules for the previously explored special setting, cannot guarantee the optimality in this more general scenario. The two approximation
algorithms, A *-cluster and local-matching algorithms, both achieve close-to-optimal results, only
0.4-0.5% away from the optimal performance.
It is important to notice that the optimal schedule is a schedule that minimizes the total running
time, but not the running time of each individual program. Therefore, it is normal to see that the
optimal schedule causes larger degradation to some programs (e.g., crafty) than other schedulers do
in Figure 4.6. By degrading the performance of some programs a little more, the optimal scheduler
succeeds in decreasing the degradations of other more significant programs, and hence achieve the
overall optimum.
Table 4.2 compares the schedulers in other aspects. The A* scheduler finds the optimal schedule
by visiting only 0.05% of the nodes that brute-force search visits. It cuts the search time from 470
seconds to 0.3 seconds. The significant reduction demonstrates its effectiveness in space pruning.
The two approximation algorithms use even less time for scheduling. The right-most two columns
report the total running times and corun degradation rates of the 8 jobs under those schedules.
The random scheduling results include both the median and the worst performance of 100 random
schedules to show the potential risks of current sharing-oblivious scheduling.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of co-sc hed urmg at1gon'thmson 8.JObs onquad -core InteI Xeon 5150 processors

visited scheduling total exec
deg.
time (s)
time (s) rate(%)
nodes
brute-force
470
1.3
16M
80.3
0.3
80.3
1.3
7760
A*
A*-cluster
0.008
80.6
1.7
11
1.8
0.06
80.7
local-matching
4
no-resch
2.9
0.02
1
81.5
random
- 85.9-89.2 8.4-12.5
algorithm

4.5.2 Results on 16 Jobs
For 16 jobs, the brute-force algorithm would take years. Our implementation of A* algorithm (in
Java) is subject to memory shortage when scheduling more than 12 jobs. (A memory-bounded
version [63] of the algorithm may help.) In this section, we concentrate on the evaluation of the two
approximation algorithms on both multi-cores and hyperthreads.

4.5.2.1

Co-Scheduling on Multi-Cores
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Figure 4.7: Performance degradation rates of 16 jobs co-running on quad-core Intel Xeon 5150 processors.
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Figure 4.7 show the degradation rates on quad-core Intel Xeon 5150 processors; Table 4.3 reports the corresponding summary data. The random schedules cause 9.9% (up to 19.2%) degradation to the total running time. The no-resch algorithm reduces the degradation to 3.7%, while the
A *-cluster and the local-matching algorithms further reduce the degradation to 3.2% and 2.2%. It
is remarkable that the local-matching algorithm achieves the better result by taking less than 0.6%
time of what the A*-cluster algorithm takes. This result indicates that even though the A*-cluster
algorithm visits more nodes in the schedule space, the inaccuracy due to the clustering has caused
considerable errors to the scheduling results.

Table 4.3: Co-scheduling 16 jobs on quad-core Intel Xeon 5150 processors
algorithm
visited sched. total exec
deg.
time
(s)
time
(s)
rate(%)
nodes
A*-cluster
721
109
149
3.2
local-matching
8
0.63
147
2.2
150
3.7
no-resch
1
0.03
random
- 159-172 9.9-19.2

-

4.5.2.2

Co-Scheduling Performance on Hyper-Threads

Figure 4.8 and Table 4.4 shows the experimental results when the 16 jobs run on the Intel Xeon
5080 processors with hyperthreads enabled. The schedule from A *-cluster reduces the median
degradation rates of random schedules from 31.7% to 25.9%. The local-matching algorithm reduces
the degradations to 22%, outperforming the no-resch algorithm by 2.8%.
Compared to the results in the multi-core experiments in Table 4.3, the degradation rates are
clearly higher in this hyperthreading experiments because of the more extensive sharing of on-chip
resource among jobs. The A *-cluster algorithm takes more time than in the multicore experiments,
even though it visits fewer nodes; this is because of the difference in cluster sizes.
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Figure 4.8: Performance degradation rates of 16 jobs co-running on the hyperthreads of Intel Xeon 5080
processors.

Table 4.4: Co-scheduling 16 jobs on hyperthreads of Intel Xeon 5080 processors

algorithm

deg.
visited sched. total exec
time
(s)
time
(s)
rate(%)
nodes
A*-cluster
315
198
26
325
local-matching
0.24
315
22
8
no-resch
1
0.03
322
25
random
- 340-382 32-48
-

4.5.2.3

Co-Scheduling Scalability

We use 32 to 128 jobs to measure the running times of the two approximation algorithms (K = 2).
The jobs are artificial jobs with random values as their single-run times and corun degradations.
Figure 4.9 depicts the running times of the algorithms on the Intel Xeon 5150 processors. The
local-matching algorithm shows much better scalability than the A *-cluster algorithm does: It takes
only about 10 seconds to schedule 128 jobs, whereas, the A*-cluster algorithm needs more than
2000 seconds. The reason for the difference is that the number of paths A*-cluster needs to explore
in the schedule tree increases as the number of jobs increases, while the local-matching algorithm
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always explore a single path. The time increase of local-matching algorithm is merely due to the
increased computation for obtaining the best sub-schedule at each scheduling stage.
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Figure 4.9: Scalability of the approximation algorithms.

Short Summary

We draw the following conclusions from all the experimental results:

• The A *-search-based algorithm effectively prunes search space. When the problem size is
small, it can produce optimal schedules efficiently.
• The local-matching algorithm show consistently better results than other approximation algorithms. Together with its good scalability, this algorithm is a desirable choice for large
co-scheduling problems.
• The previously proposed optimal co-scheduling algorithm loses the guarantee of the optimality of its scheduling results when job lengths are different and rescheduling is allowed. Even
though it still produces good results, it is consistently outperfonned by the local-matching
algorithm.
• The combination of clustering with A*-search shows good scheduling results, but is not as
scalable as the local-matching algorithm.
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4.6 Discussions
The requirement of all co-run degradations may seem to be an obstacle preventing the direct uses
of the proposed algorithms in practical co-scheduling systems. However, that requirement does not
impair the main goals of this work.
This work is a limit study. The primary goal is to offer feasible ways to uncover the optimal solutions in job co-scheduling, rather than to develop another heuristics-based runtime co-scheduler.
Besides offering theoretical insights into co-scheduling, this

wor~

enables better evaluation of co-

scheduling systems than before, offering the facility for efficiently revealing the potential of a practical co-scheduler in a general setting, which has been infeasible in the past for even small problems.
Furthermore, proactive co-scheduling (i.e., scheduling before executions) may directly benefit
from the algorithms proposed in this work. There has been some work on predicting co-run performance from program single runs (e.g., [43]). Some recently proposed techniques in locality analysis
has advanced the efficiency and accuracy in locality characterization [66, 75]. Those studies make
it possible to predict corun performance efficiently, and thus pave the way for proactive scheduling.
The algorithms proposed in this work may serve as the base for proactive scheduling algorithms.
They may also provide the insights for the development of more effective online (reactive) scheduling algorithms in both operating systems and the runtime of parallel applications.
Some assumptions made in this work are not difficult to resolve. For instance, if jobs start at
different times or contain phase shifts, it may suffice to add rescheduling at those changing points in
the scheduling algorithms. But, some other complexities, such as process migration overhead and
rescheduling at any time, may need further explorations to resolve.
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4.7 Related Work
The closest work to this research is the analysis and approximation of optimal job co-scheduling
from Jiang et al. [40]. The analysis and algorithms in that work is based on the assumptions of same
job lengths and no rescheduling allowed. This research eliminates those assumptions and offers
algorithms applicable to more general co-scheduling problems.
As Early as in 1960s, scheduling has been used for improving the usage of memory system.
Denning proposed balance-set scheduling to improve virtual memory usage by grouping programs
based on their working set size [22]. Recent studies employ the similar idea for CMP cache usage but use different program features, including estimated cache miss ratios [28], and hardware
performance counters [26, 87]. Kim et al. study cache partitioning for fairness in CMPs [43]. DeVuyst et al. exploit unbalanced thread scheduling for energy and performance [23]. Architecture
designs for alleviating cache contention have focused on cache partitioning [38, 61], cache quota
management [62], cache pqlicies [36], and heterogeneous design [45].
Cache sharing also exists in Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) processors. Parekh et al. introduce thread-sensitive scheduling. They demonstrate that by greedily selecting jobs with the highest
IPC can improve system throughput significantly [58]. Snavely et al. propose symbiotic scheduling [70, 71]. It uses sample-optimization-symbios (SOS) scheme to try different combinations of
jobs and pick the best one as the optimal schedule [70]. Their later work also considers process
priorities in the symbiotic scheduling [71]. Settle et al. use an L2 cache activity vector to enhance
the scheduler [64]. Some other work changes process affinity according to hardware performance
counters [15, 56]. The algorithms presented in this chapter may benefit SMT co-scheduling as well
if co-run performance is attainable.
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To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first systematic study devoted to finding the
optimal schedules for CMP systems with rescheduling allowed. We are not aware of any prior work

that uses A* search to reduce shared-cache contention. The combination of A* and clustering and
the local-matching algorithms for co-scheduling are also novel to the best of our knowledge.

4.8 Summary
This chapter explores the problem of optimally co-scheduling jobs of different lengths. We propose
an A *-based approach to accelerating the search for optimal schedules by as much as orders of magnitude. For large problems, we design and evaluate two approximation algorithms, A *-cluster and
local-matching algorithms, to effectively approximate the optimal ·schedules with good accuracy
and scalability. Experiments on both multicores and hypterthreads demonstrate that when the number of jobs is small, the A*-search-based algorithm can find the optimal co-schedule efficiently. For
large problems, the local-matching algorithm is a desirable choice. It achieves better co-scheduling
results than state-of-the-art algorithms, meanwhile, showing remarkable scalability.
The analysis and approximation algorithms in this chapter offer the insights and practical support for the evaluation of co-scheduling systems. The algorithms can be directly used in proactive
co-scheduling when co-run performance is predictable, and may serve as the base for enhancing
online co-scheduling and the runtime of parallel applications as well.
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ChapterS

Related Work

5.1

Inputs Handling in Program Optimizations.

Prior research in program optimizations falls into three categories in light of the treatment to program inputs. First, static compilation either limits itself to the properties holding for any input, or
uses ad-hoc estimations for dynamic behavior [5, 6]. For example, a loop is considered ten times
more frequently accessed than others [21].
Second, offline profiling-based methods typically choose several inputs as the representatives to
conduct profiling runs and optimize the program accordingly. Such empirical optimization methods
have been adopted in the construction of some numerical libraries or kernels, such as ATLAS [83],
PHiPAC [12], SPARSITY [39], SPIRAL [60], FFfW [29], STAPL [77]. However, the lack of
cross-input adaptivity impairs the effectiveness of offline profiling-based techniques on optimizing
programs with input-sensitive behaviors.
The third category includes run-time optimizations that transform a program during its execution. Some of them exploit runtime invariants through programmers' annotations or other efforts;
examples include 'C from Kaashoek's group [59], Tempo from Consel's group [54], and DyC from
Chambers and Eggers' group [32]. Others monitor execution through runtime profiling to optimize
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a program; examples include the dynamic feedback work by Diniz and Rinard [24], the continuous
program optimizations by Kistler and Franz [44], the ADAYf project by Voss and Eigenmann [80],
the CoCo project by Childers, Davidson and Soffa ( 19], the continuous program optimization (CPO)
project by Wisniewski and his colleagues [84], the dynamic optimizations on LLVM [46], the runtime support for managed languages like Java and C# [8, 18,47,57, 72,86]. These techniques observe
runtime behaviors directly, and typically employ reactive optimization scheme. They do not treat inputs explicitly; their effectiveness is limited by the constraints discussed in Section 2.2.2. There has
been some work that uses input features, such as the computation offloading by Wang and Li [82],
the adaptive algorithm selection from Li et al. [49] and Rauchwerger et al. [77]. Their explor~ttions
are mainly on a specific class of applications and use manually defined input features. Amaral et al.
have investigated the influence of inputs on benchmark design [11].
In the realm of software testing, there has been a body of work on input specification and
generation. Those techniques focus on the interface to program modules such as procedures or
classes. They do not characterize the hidden attributes for the prediction of runtime behaviors.
Techniques in branch prediction (e.g., [85]) and value prediction (e.g., [51]) also exploit some
correlations among program behaviors, but mainly on branches or data values and are typically
implemented on hardware. The correlation-based input characterization adopted in this project
requires more sophisticated larger-scope correlation analysis on a broader range of program behaviors. It also differs from dynamic invariant detectors, such as Daikon [27], whose goal is finding
invariants rather than statistical relations.
Some prior studies have noticed the importance of program inputs and tried to exploit them for
optimizations. There are some prior studies that manually specify a set of input features that are
important for the execution of the application, and then use search or machine learning techniques
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to derive a model to help the execution of the application adapt to those features in an arbitrary
input. Examples include the parametric analysis for computation offloading [82], machine learningbased compilation [48], adaptive sorting [49], and some library constructions [12,29,39,60, 77,83].
Because of the required manual efforts, those explorations have been focused on some particular
applications or kernels. The optimization strategy is constructed through a large number of offline
profiling runs. A complementary approach to helping JIT is to enhance the compilation decisions
by training over a large number of code features. An example is the method-specific dynamic
compilation by Cavazos and others [16]. Their work also relies on a large number of offline training
runs.
Mao and Shen [52] propose a description language, XICL, to facilitate the characterization
of program inputs for program optimizations. However, that approach requires programmers to
manually specify the format and potentially important features of the inputs. This process adds
extra burden to the programmer and is error-prone.
In a recent work, Jiang and others [41] reveal the wide existence of statistical correlations among
behaviors, and introduce the concept of seminal behaviors. This dissertation adopts seminal behaviors as an indirect but fully automatic way to characterize program inputs. By integrating it into the
three-layer framework, this work demonstrates the value of seminal behaviors in supporting a new
paradigm of program behavior analysis and optimizations.

.
5.2 Cross-run Continuous Program Optimizations
Given the large body of literatures on program optimizations, the second part of related work concentrates on the studies closest to cross-run continuous program optimizations, including mem-
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orization based optimizations, continuous program optimizations, input-based optimizations, and
sampling based optimizations.
In memorization based optimizations, a memo function remembers the results corresponding to
some set of specific inputs to avoid repeating the calculation [4,55]. Input-centric optimization does
not just remember, but also predict, and it concentrates on statistical behavior patterns, rather than
function results.
Input-centric optimization differs from previously proposed continuous program optimizations.
Most of the prior techniques confine the analysis and transformations to a single program run [24,
44, 80], rather than across runs. But none of them has systematically explored the influence of
program inputs or built predictive models to connect inputs with program behaviors, which are the
foundations and distinctive features of our technique.
There have been some proposals on continuous compilation across runs, including the design
of CoCo by Chlders and others [19] and the CPO framework by Wisniewski and others [84]. Their
focuses are on the design of high-level architectures, loop transformations, or the exploitation of
multiple levels of the software stack. Their design contains no systematic treatment to program
inputs. Our work differs from the repository-based cross-run learning system by Arnold and his
colleagues [9] in three main aspects. First, we propose an automatic way to tackle input complexity
over production runs, which is not addressed in their study. Second, our technique tailors the optimization strategy for every input rather than producing a single strategy that maximizes the average
performance of all past runs. Finally, our technique uses self-evaluation to selectively predict optimal strategies with confidence; their technique applies the learned strategy to new inputs with no
guarding.
Mao and Shen have developed a framework for cross-input learning and optimizing programs [52].
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Their work uses manually characterized input features without addressing the difficulties in automatic input characterization through production runs. The required manual efforts are extra burden
that impairs the adoption of cross-input learning and optimizations. To the best of our knowledge, this dissertation is the first that enables fully automatic cross-run optimizations with inputadaptivity.
This current study draws on the observations on behavior correlations and the concept of seminal
behaviors contributed by Jiang and others [41]. However, their work has only showed the existence
of the correlations and seminal behaviors, but has not used them either for input characterization, or
for any kind of proactive dynamic optimizations.
The term, continuous program optimizations, was also used to refer to pure runtime adaptive
optimizations [8, 24, 44, 57, 80]. They typically use runtime lightweight profiling to guide dynamic
optimizers. They do not use cross-run knowledge, and do not deal with input complexities explicitly.
Much work has used sampling for program optimizations (e.g. [ 18,37]) and debugging (e.g., [ 14,
42]). Cross-user data collection has been used for bug isolation [50] and compilation [81]. The data
collection scheme used in this current work differs from the previous work in that it uses randomization to speedup coverage, and employs the overhead pre-inspection to guard instrumentation. The
two techniques show effectiveness for both coverage maximization and overhead control; we are
not aware of prior uses of these two techniques.
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Chapter6

Conclusion
In summary, the dissertation makes the following major contributions.

• It develops the first input-centric paradigm for program behavior analysis and optimizations. Some recent studies have tackled certain challenges in some layers of the input-centric
paradigm, offering the basis for this study. But none of the previous studies has proposed
such a paradigm, or offered a completely automatic solution to realize the paradigm.
• It systematically explores the special challenges existing in the construction of the statistical
models between input features and program behaviors. Some related studies have employed
machine learning tools for program optimizations but without considering the special properties of program behavior analysis. The dissertation demonstrates that a systematic treatment
to these properties may significantly improve the learning results and yield substantial enhancement to the optimization results.
• It proposes and implements the first lifelong continuous optimizer with cross-input adaptivity.
It presents a technique for transparent input characterization, with which, for the first time,
it shows that input characterization is feasible through a transparent training over production
runs without any manual intervention or offline profiling. Given the importance of inputs on
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influencing program behaviors, this contribution paves the path to many kinds of program
input-based performance prediction and maximization.
• Finally, it investigates the major considerations for lifelong continuous optimizations to work
profitably. It introduces a continuous learning framework to connect different components
into a synergy, working cooperatively to enrich the knowledge base and enhance program
performance continuously and confidently.

To the best of our knowledge, this dissertation is the first systematic exploration on how to automatically exploit program inputs for proactive dynamic optimizations. Based on the explorations,
we propose a new optimization paradigm, namely input-centric optimizations, synthesizing a set
of techniques. This dissertation presents this paradigm in two stages. The first one, input-centric
optimization, enables the whole paradigm through offline training; The second one, input-conscious
cross-run optimizations, attempts to bring the whole paradigm online.
For input-centric optimization through offline training, we address the challenges in each of the
three layers, including input characterization, input-behavior modeling and input-centric adaptation.
We identify seminal behaviors through offline training and build the models between seminal behaviors and the program behaviors of interest. Then during runtime, the program will be automatically
optimized in a proactive, dynamic fashion based on the predictive models;
For input-conscious cross-run optimizations, we proposes a set of techniques to automatically
characterizing program inputs without requirements for offline profiling runs. It incrementally accumulates observations in history runs by many users and builds up the knowledge base on the relation
between program inputs and runtime behaviors. With the help of this online optimization scheme,
a program is able to continuously evolve (in terms of performance) through its life time, requiring
123

no offline training process.
Fundamentally, the two optimization schemes provide a brand new solution for dynamic program behavior prediction and proactive program optimization. The techniques proposed in this dissertation together resolve the adaptivity-proactivity dilemma that has been limiting the effectiveness
of existing optimization techniques. The results on both Java and C/C++ applications demonstrate
the effectiveness of the new paradigm. It may open many new opportunities for a broad range of
runtime optimizations and adaptations, and it's promising in advancing the current state of program
optimizations into a new level.
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